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The results speak for themselves.
The CWC’s export programs produce
revenue and jobs for the industry, the
state, and our country. To learn more,
please visit agexportscount.com.

• Every $1 spent in export promotion returned over $26
in export revenue to the industry1
• Each $1 in FAS-tax payer support generated $15.12 in tax
revenue creation2
• Spending on export promotion in 2017 created 2,682 jobs
and increased labor income by $190.4MM2

Per one ounce serving

walnuts.org

1 Economic Evaluation of the California Walnut Commission’s Export Promotion Programs:
An Analysis of the Direct and Indirect Impacts, pg. 6, January 2018, Harry M. Kaiser, Cornell University
2 Economic Evaluation of the California Walnut Commission’s Export Promotion Programs:
An Analysis of the Direct and Indirect Impacts, pg. 8, January 2018, Harry M. Kaiser, Cornell University
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FEATURED ARTICLE
It is difficult to underestimate the importance of tree nuts to California’s
agricultural economy. Almonds, pistachios and walnuts occupy close to a
quarter of the state’s cultivated cropland and generate billions of dollars in
annual revenues for California. A large portion of this revenue comes from
international trade, which is crucial to California’s tree nut industry.
See the full story on page 4
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Consequences of Trade Troubles
for California Tree Nuts
By: William A. Matthews and Daniel A. Sumner
University of California, Agricultural Issues Center

I

t is difficult to underestimate the importance of tree nuts
to California’s agricultural economy. Almonds, pistachios
and walnuts occupy close to a quarter of the state’s cultivated
cropland and generate billions of dollars in annual revenues for
California. A large portion of this revenue comes from international trade, which is crucial to California’s tree nut industry.
Indeed, trade, both imports and exports are important for
U.S. agriculture as a whole. First, many inputs utilized by
farmers in the United States are either imported or rely on
imported materials. For example, modern trellis systems used
by grape growers are made from steel as are the tractors and
other farm machinery used by all growers. The new steel and
aluminum tariffs are increasing the costs of these farm inputs.
Second, exports of U.S. farm products are vital to farm revenue
and is nowhere more important than for tree nuts. Recent trade
squabbles are threatening to raise costs and lower demands and
revenue. For California tree nut producers, the major implication are challenges to export demand.

Setting the Stage: The Crucial Roles of Tree Nut
Exports
Almonds, walnuts and pistachios have accounted for more
than one third of California farm export values (which average
about $21 billion per year) the last several years. Each of the
tree nuts averaged well over $1 billion in annual exports from
2015 through 2017. Almonds, California’s top export commodity, average close to $5 billion in export revenue the past three
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• Improves Water Penetration
• Organic/OMRI Approved
• Lowers pH

Call or Email Today For
More Information:
Greg Creson
(559)799-6853
greg@watermaderight.com

Table 1. Ratio of California Tree Nut Exports to Production by Calendar Year

2015

2016

2017

Almonds

.652

.676

.763

Pistachios

.902

.386

.759

Walnuts

.594

.662

.654

Total of all tree nuts

.651

.613

.729

Source: USDA NASS
Note: These figures are not a percentage of calendar year production that is exported as tree nuts exported in a calendar year may come from previous years’ crop.

years. These revenues generate vital economic growth to California’s economy
and support thousands of jobs.
Almond export volumes equaled
between 65 and 77 percent of the volume of production annually from 2015
through 2017 (Table 1, above). Pistachio
export volumes range between about
40 and 91 percent of production while
walnuts are between 60 to 70 percent of
production volumes. In total, anywhere
from a 60 to 75 percent equivalent volume of tree nuts produced in California
is exported to foreign markets.

Markets Targeted in Trade
Squabbles are crucial to Tree
Nuts
California tree nuts are enjoyed in
many countries the world over and
this diversification of the of destination
portfolio is beneficial, in part, because
it reduces potential loss when trade is
disrupted with only one or two partners. A concerning aspect of the current
trade spats is the inclusion of the most
important large trading partners—the
European Union (EU), Canada, Mexico
and China/Hong Kong at the same time.

Oﬀering Annual Contracts
---------------------------------Individual Payment Schedules
https://www.facebook.com/sbmercantile.net

www.sbmercantile.net

				

As expected, the four destinations
have retaliated to the recent increase
in tariffs for steel and aluminum by
implementing tariffs on imported US
goods. Current retaliatory measures
by China/Hong Kong do include tree
nuts. The tariff on almonds shipped to
China/Hong Kong will increase from 10
to 25 percent. Pistachios tariffs increase
from 5 to 20 percent and walnut tariffs
increase from 20 to 40 percent. The
European Union and the NAFTA countries Canada and Mexico have targeted
agricultural products for increases but
neither include tree nuts. Of course,
Continued on Page 6
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Continued from Page 5
within this atmosphere of uncertainty
these lists could change.
The U.S. targeting of steel and aluminum imports and reactionary increases
by trading partners is one example of
the current trade disruptions. In the past
year the renegotiation of the trade agreement with Korea and the canceling of a
potential trade agreement with Japan,
both also large markets for California
tree nuts, have added to the uncertainty
in export markets.
The significance of current and
future disruptions with these multiple
partners relative to the California tree
nut industry is considerable. About 68
percent of all California tree nut exports
from 2015 through 2017, which averaged
$7.2 billion annually, were shipped to the
EU, Canada, Mexico, China/Hong Kong,
Korea and Japan. The EU was the largest
single destination purchasing 36 percent
of all almonds, 36 percent of all pistachio

Share of Total 2015 to 2017 U.S. Almond Export Value by Destination (total exports - $14.1 billion)
Source: US Commerce Department
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and 32 percent of all walnuts exported from 2015 through
2017. In total, the EU purchased close to $2.6 billion annually
in tree nuts from California during the three-year period of
2015 through 2017. China and Hong Kong purchased a total
of $1 billion in tree nuts annually and were the largest destination for California pistachios accounting for 39 percent of
total export value. Meanwhile, the NAFTA (North American
Free Trade Agreement) countries of Canada and Mexico
purchased about $500 million in California tree nuts per year
from 2015 through 2017. Japan and Korea are large importers
of California almonds and walnuts.

We pride ourselves on
the best trees grown
on virgin ground

With Six Generations of
Farming We Have the
Roots You Can Count On!

Share of Total 2015 to 2017 U.S. Pistachio Export Value by Destination (total exports - $3.5
billion) Source: US Commerce Department

The success of California tree nut industry to sell their products in the countries discussed and other major export
markets is the result of many years of effort
by the industry. Consistency in offering
high quality products at globally competitive prices and reliable terms of trade has
raised the reputation of California tree
nuts in the eyes of global customers. The
current trade situation damages this reputation by introducing uncertainty regard-

ing terms of trade and trustworthiness
of future agreements.

Competitor will Attempt to
Replace California Exports
Absent the actual implementation
of trade barriers, even the suggestion
of possible changes to trade terms
incentivizes trading partners to look
toward competitors and incentivizes

Continued on Page 8
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Continued from Page 7
competitors to scale up production. For
example, Chile, which is very similar
to California in growing climate, has
experienced a rapid increase in walnut
production, all of which is destined for
the export market. Walnut production
has increased 126 percent in the six year
period from 2012-2013 to 2017-2018.
A further concern is the difficult
challenge of winning lost customers back. Once lost,
it could take years to
eliminate uncertainty and regain the
trustworthiness of
trading partners.

Share of Total 2015 to 2017 U.S. Walnut Export Value by Destination (total exports - $4.2 billion)
Source: US Commerce Department

Product Update
2017 was an extreme year for navel orangeworm damage and high trap counts, and pressure has
been reported in virtually all areas of the San Joaquin Valley this season. Correspondingly, with
the difficulties encountered performing sanitation this past winter and spring by some growers, all
available tools will be required to keep damage to a minimum in the high-pressure areas.
Accordingly, it is well known that a good insecticide program can reduce damage 50-70%.
However, insecticides alone have not been able to overcome weaknesses in sanitation efforts or
high-pressure situations. Mating Disruption products on the other hand have consistently shown a
50% damage reduction in many trials. And deployment after the first flight in June can still be a
viable option to aid in reducing damage. Newly registered products from TRECE, Inc. are now
available for organic (and conventional) use. CIDETRAK® NOW MESO™ works great at the rate of
20/acre in pistachios, almonds and walnuts. And, the new CIDETRAK® CMDA+NOW MESO™
is especially well developed at the rate of 20/acre for controlling Codling Moth and Navel
Orangeworm together in walnuts. Both products have shown good damage reduction
in University and private trials.

Navel Orangeworm,
Amyelois transitella
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Codling Moth,
Cydia pomonella

INCORPORATED
INSECT PHEROMONE & KAIROMONE SYSTEMS

Your Edge – And Ours – Is Knowledge.

Table 2. Non-bearing Acres of California Tree Nut Crops by Calendar Year

Almonds
Non-bearing
Acres
(1,000 acres)

Pistachios

Share of
total

Non-bearing
Acres
(1,000 acres)

Walnuts

Share of
total

Non-bearing
Acres
(1,000 acres)

2015

240

0.21

69

0.23

65

2016

300

0.24

73

0.23

NA

2017

330

0.25

80

0.24

65

Share of
total

0.18
0.16

Source: USDA NASS

Concerns for the Future
The long-term effects of increased uncertainty in export markets is especially worrisome for tree
nut producers. About a quarter of total acreage for almonds and pistachios in California over the
past three years are non-bearing, meaning producers are making long-term planting decisions,
close to 40 years for walnut orchards, and planning for growth. Growth in production needs
growth in demand and that means secure export expansion.
Like all agriculture, the tree nut industry plans for a certain amount of variability in
markets. Nonetheless, these sorts of trade disruptions create an unwelcome addition to the
kinds of uncertainty that agriculture faces.
Comments about this article? We want to hear from you.
Feel free to email us at article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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Another Record
Breaking Almond
Crop Predicted
for 2018
By: Kathy Coatney | Editor

T

he United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)/National
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS)
is predicting a record almond crop
for 2018. According to the NASS 2018
Almond Subjective Forecast, California
orchards are expected to produce 2.3
billion pounds of nuts this year. This is a
slight increase of about 1.3 percent from
the previous year, according to Richard
Waycott, president and CEO of the Almond Board of California (ABC).
Almond crop estimates are based on
the subjective and the objective estimates
from NASS. The Almond Subjective
Forecast is based on opinions obtained
from randomly selected almond growers. This is done by a telephone survey
made throughout the state in April and
May.
The California Almond Objective
Report comes out on July 5th this year,
Waycott said. This report uses a more
statistically rigorous methodology. It is
generally more accurate and based on
actual almond counts and measurements
taken in orchards throughout the state.
“It’s a far more, I would say, scientifically accurate one,” Waycott said, adding
they send an army of people into the
orchards and do random sampling.
ABC has also contracted Land IQ for
geospatial information that is based
on satellites and fly over, Waycott said.
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USDA is also taking this information
into account along with their survey and
actual infield work.
“I think that’s helping them be more
accurate,” Waycott said.

Freeze Damage Impacts Yields
While there was an impact on yields
due to the freeze, at the same time acreage is up, so the net result is a slightly
higher crop number, Waycott said.
“This freeze was a little bit unusual, I
think, than what we’re historically used
to in that it was pretty pervasive, and it
was long,” Waycott said.
“The amazing thing was, we really
started off the bloom with very warm
weather, and everything came into
bloom, and it looked like it was going to
be one of these ‘flash bloom’ years,” Waycott said, adding it was a very protracted
and long bloom that allowed for a lot of
pollination to take place after the freeze.
Waycott doesn’t see growers searching for new freeze control options. “We
don’t necessarily have as many tools as
we have in the past. So, I think we’re all
relying on the fact that over the years
we’ve been able to pretty much get
through these frosts without a catastrophic impact,” Waycott said.

Almonds at harvest.
All photos courtesy of
the Almond Board of
California.

Impact sprinklers and helicopters are
still being used for frost protection in the
northstate, and they will continue to be
used, Waycott said.
“The best thing to mitigate this in
the long run is to have later blooming
varieties, but that’s not something that
we’re really been focusing on,” Waycott
said, adding the main focus has been on
producing varieties that are self-pollinating.

100 Acres or Less
We currently have 6,800 growers, and
many of those are small farms, Waycott
said.
“The production per farm is skewing upwards because of the size of the
larger farms. And I would say that the
tendency is that we will have a lot of
small farmers that will hang on because
they have the ability to do so with other
income, and that the family farm is

Continued on Page 12

Almonds at harvest.
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Continued from Page 11
something that they want to keep in the
family, and keep as part of their lifestyle,”
Waycott said.

multiple families on that type of smaller
acreage.”
“I think we’ll see a lot of smaller
farms continue, and then probably see
a gradual evolution to larger farms,”
Waycott said.

The middle-sized farm that is trying
to raise a family from the farm is
finding it more difficult,
Waycott continued.
“Those folks are
going to have to
make decisions
going forward,
especially
with SGMA
(Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act)
and other
things coming along, that
will just make
it more difficult
to have an economAlmonds at harvest.
ically viable farming
situation for a family or

Impact of Potential
Trade Tariffs
China has
implemented
a 15 percent
increase on
almond
tariffs both
inshell and
shelled in
retaliation
against U.S.
tariffs, Waycott said.
“India
announced this
past week that they’re
doing something similar,

GET EVERY NUT

and we hear that Turkey is also contemplating it. So, we are concerned that this
sort of ‘tariff war’ can spin out of control
pretty quickly, and it can have implications that aren’t necessarily foreseen at
the outset,” Waycott said.
“In our case, many of our larger markets are considering or implementing
increased tariffs. Now what effect that
will have on our volume is really difficult
to predict. When you look at the global
trade of almonds, basically it’s California
and Australia that are the main exporters, and California being by far, the
largest one,” Waycott said.
What this means is, these importing
countries can’t go to other countries
of origins to source their almonds and
avoid those higher tariffs, Waycott explained.
“So, we’ll see how it impacts us over
the next several months,” Waycott said.
“We’re an industry that’s very pro free
trade and don’t want our markets that
we’ve worked very hard to develop be
disrupted by this sort of thing,” Waycott
said.
Almonds have had record shipments
domestically and internationally almost
every month of this crop year, which
started in August, Waycott said.
“The demand for almonds is extremely strong, and we hope it will continue to be so, but we’re very concerned
that these emerging tariff issues could
compromise that,” Waycott said, adding
this year, year-to-date, India is our number one export market.

Organic Almond Demand

The New Schmeiser V-Blade Roller combines all the
advantages of a durable V-Blade with a Rear Roller to
provide groove-free smoothing and reduced loose dirt
at the row ends.
Contact us for complete details.
1-800-288-8128 • www.tgschmeiser.com
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Currently, there are about 12 million
pounds of organic almonds produced
annually in California, and the organic
market continues to expand, albeit slowly, Waycott said.
“We would like to see really more
organic production in the U.S., but it’s
tough. The ability to produce sufficient
yields and receive a premium for the
organic product is not always the case,
and so it makes the economics of it pret-

ty difficult,” Waycott said, but we would
like to see that acreage expand.

Total Acreage
Total almond acreage is currently
1.33 million and about 300,000 of that is
non-bearing.
Acreage continues to increase, Waycott said. “It’s growing at about four to
six percent a year.”
“The almond industry currently
is planted on about 68 percent of the
irrigated acreage in California. So, what
we’re seeing is that the growth is going
into existing irrigated lands of other
crops,” Waycott said.
“There’s just this continual movement
into planting permanent crops. The same
thing with pistachios and walnuts into
what is already irrigated agricultural
property and is being converted maybe
from an annual crop to a permanent
crop,” Waycott said.
“When you take the percentages,
there’s still an awful lot of growth that
could occur in permanent crops in
California by farmers choosing, based
on economics and their outlook to the
future, to plant permanent crops where
perhaps they had previously cultivated
annual crops,” Waycott said, adding that
will probably continue.

Overproduction
Can we Market Everything we Produce? “I get asked that question a lot,
and I’ve been in the business now for 15
years, and of course we’ve seen what’s
happened over that time,” Waycott said.
“I think when you look at the per
capita consumption around the world,
even in our most established markets,
like the U.S., it’s amazing how the growth
here continues,” Waycott said, and he
attributes this growth to product innovation and products like almond milk that
are driving consumption.
“We don’t consider any market that
we have anywhere to be mature. Every
market we have we think has potential,
and when go outside of more traditional markets like Western Europe and
the U.S. for almonds, the per capita
consumptions drop off dramatically,”
Waycott said, so there’s certainly a lot of
opportunity there as well.
“We don’t see any sort of leveling out
of demand in the foreseeable future,”
Waycott said.

Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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AMERICAN PECANS INTRODUCES
‘THE ORIGINAL SUPERNUT’
By: The American Pecan Council

If you’ve been hearing more about pecans in recent months, it’s not by accident. On
April 25, the pecan industry launched American Pecans, The Original Supernut™, a
national consumer campaign designed to reshape the way Americans think about
pecans. A first for the industry, the brand positioning and consumer education
initiative focuses on the little-known versatility, nutrition and heritage of pecans.
All photos are courtesy of the American Pecan Council.
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United Industry

T

he new brand is the work of the
American Pecan Council (APC),
an organization of U.S. growers and
handlers whose mission is to promote
the many benefits of the American
pecan and help tell its story to consumers. Founded in 2016 through a Federal
Marketing Order, the APC is funded by
industry across the 15 pecan-producing
states, with a goal of increasing demand
for U.S. pecans.
“Other tree nuts—including those
in California—have benefitted from
marketing programs for years,” said Ben
King, CEO of Pacific Gold Agriculture.
“With the Federal Marketing Order for
pecans in place, we have the opportunity
to come together as an industry to share
the many benefits of pecans with consumers and build demand for America’s
native nut.”

Uncovering Consumer
Perceptions
To kick off the new initiative, the
APC engaged global agency Weber
Shandwick in 2017 to drive all marketing efforts, including consumer
research that guided the development
of the campaign. The research revealed
that pecans are not top of mind in the
tree nut category for the majority of
Americans. In fact, many did not even
think of pecans as a “nut,” but rather as
a baking ingredient—where other nuts
were linked to snacking and nutrition,
pecans were most associated with sweets,
particularly holiday pies.
“Our research showed that there
was a disconnect between perception of
pecans and their true versatility,” said
Arizona-based grower and American
Pecan Council Member John Heuler.
“Our goal is for consumers across the

nation to learn that pecans are not only
delicious but also a nutritious snack and
ingredient to be enjoyed beyond pies
and desserts.”
Consumers were surprised by the
health benefits of pecans and were excited to learn about the many ways they
can be incorporated into their cooking
beyond indulgent sweets. The American-grown aspect of pecans also resonated strongly, particularly among those
who placed a priority on selecting foods
that were local.

Continued on Page 16
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Continued from Page 15

recipes such as pasta, dips, and even
tacos—the possibilities are endless.

A New Narrative for Pecans
The research findings form the basis
of the American Pecans, The Original
Supernut brand—the “original” gives a
nod to the pecan’s American heritage
and “supernut” speaks to its little-known
nutritional benefits. The integrated marketing campaign aims to make pecans
contemporary, on trend and in demand
by centering around three brand pillars:
• Pecans are super nutritious: They
are extremely nutrient dense and are
among the highest in “good” monounsaturated fats. They also contain
plant protein, fiber, flavonoids, and
essential minerals, including copper,
manganese and zinc.
• Pecans are super versatile: They
are an easy snack right out of the bag,
are delicious as a topper on morning
oatmeal, yogurt parfaits, and salads,
and can be used in many savory
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• Pecans are super local: Of all the
major tree nuts eaten in the U.S.,
pecans are the only ones indigenous
to America. Once grown wild and
enjoyed by Native Americans, pecans
are now harvested in 15 states
across the pecan belt.

for a commodity and directly drives
consumer purchase through “shoppable”
recipes that make it easy to buy pecans
via Amazon Fresh.

Introducing America to The
Original Supernut

Timed during the
final week of National
Pecan Month, the
The fully integrated
new consumcampaign includes
er-facing brand
digital advertising,
made its denational media
but on April
partnerships,
25, 2018
a #NotJustPie
with a flurry
consumer enof marketing
gagement conand promotest, digital and
tional activsocial content
ity targeting
and influencer
consumers
marketing. A
coast to coast.
media partnership
Alex Ott will join the American
Pecan Council as executive director
The campaign
with Serious Eats and
starting July 1.
kicked off with a
Simply Recipes, two
New York City pecan
top food websites, is the
pop-up shop called “The
first-of-its-kind partnership

Not Pie Shop,” where locals could learn
about The Original Supernut, make
their own pecan-based snack mix and
enjoy delicious recipes from an entirely
pecan-inspired menu (minus the pie).
The day featured recipe demos from
noted chefs, food influencers and registered dieticians, as well as educational
talks given by growers and handlers,
who answered questions on nutrition,
proper storage, and production. To illustrate the versatility of pecans, the shop
shelves were chock-full of various pecan
products—from milk, butter and oil to
snacks, flour and meal—that were graciously provided by growers and shellers
across the country.
The campaign launch also received
national media attention, reaching consumers through print stories and local
broadcast segments that appeared from
California to Missouri to Florida, as well
as a segment on ABC’s Good Morning
America, the nation’s top morning show.
While the campaign is intended
to reach consumers, it was created for
use by the entire pecan industry. The
brand was introduced to growers and handlers a day before the
consumer-facing launch with a sneak peek that included access to
digital toolkit of brand resources created specifically for industry.
The toolkit outlines all the various ways industry can use the new
brand and the campaign elements in their own marketing efforts.
For more information and access to the toolkit, contact industry@
americanpecan.com or call 817-916-0085.

New Leadership at a Pivotal Time
Following closely on the heels of the consumer brand launch,
the APC reached another milestone by hiring California native
Alex Ott as the organization’s new executive director, effective July
1, 2018. Bringing with him 14 years of experience working with
federal and state marketing orders, Ott will oversee the domestic
marketing for pecans, as well as work in close partnership with the
Council to conduct research and gather industry data and assessments.
“Alex Ott has the experience, the education and the vision
to lead APC well into the future,” said Mike Adams, chairperson
of the American Pecan Council. “An 11-member working group
was charged with selecting the new executive director and unanimously chose Alex—a true testament to our confidence in what he
brings to this organization and industry.”

Continued on Page 18
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Continued from Page 17
Ott will relocate from California
to Texas to lead the APC, leaving his
current post as Executive Director of
the California Apple Commission, the
California Olive Committee and the
California Blueberry Commission.

Looking Ahead
The APC has generated significant
momentum this spring, with the consumer brand launch and new executive director hiring. American Pecans
promotional and marketing efforts will
continue in the months ahead as the
APC works to build on this current momentum and spread the word about The
Original Supernut.
Members of the industry are encouraged to ask questions and provide
feedback by contacting the APC at
industry@americanpecan.com. You can
also meet the APC face-to-face at pecan
industry events. Representatives for the
APC will be in California to present at
the National Pecan Shellers Association
Annual meeting in September. Other
events, news and information can be
found at AmericanPecan.com.

Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com

AngiCo

Orchard Removal & Grinding
Call for a Quote • 916.750.7060
www.OrchardRemovalNow.com

PO Box 507, Colusa, CA 95932 • Office 530.458.8985 • Email bpmessick@gmail.com
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The Latest
FSMA Compliance Strategies
for the Nut Industry

By: The Safe Food Alliance

As you are probably already aware, The FDA’s Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) was passed by Congress
in 2011 and is now in the process of being implemented. This set of regulations represents a sweeping change
in the way FDA regulates food.

T

here are a few things that we know
helped create the impetus for this
law to be passed:
•

An increasingly complex supply
chain in the food industry

•

Greater volumes of imported food

•

Consumer desire for transparency
with regard to the foods their family eats every day

•

Foodborne illness outbreaks—in
particular the well-known Peanut
Corporation of America, which
is widely believed to have been a
significant driver for the creation
of this regulation.

In this article I hope to share some
new information with you, including
some compliance strategies and some
FDA resources you may not be aware of.
In future articles we will delve into the
various rules in greater detail. One of the
things you’ll note as you read through
the article is that I often refer to documents that FDA has published. I think
it’s important as a member of the food
industry you become familiar with these
documents, as they may prove quite
useful in guiding your organization on
the path to compliance. Each of the main
rules has an overview document that
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has been published, as well as a “small
entity compliance guide” which gives an
overview of FDA’s expectations, and in
some cases other great tools like decision
tools are available.

The Regulator Versus The
Customer
Before getting into the weeds about
what FDA is looking for, I think it’s important to point out a common occurrence we’ve observed in the marketplace.
Although regulatory requirements must
be met by any business, in the world of
food safety customer expectations can
vary significantly. In some cases I’ve
heard that customers haven’t yet asked a
grower or processor about the regulatory
compliance of their
operation, in light
of the new FSMA
regulations. In other
cases customers have
already asked for evidence of compliance,
sometimes even in
advance of an operation’s compliance
dates set by FDA. It’s
also reasonably common that customers
feel food safety is of
such importance that
they’re asking their

suppliers to meet requirements which
are beyond regulatory mandates, such as
a third-party certification audit.
The lesson for all of us in this is, be
prepared for the inevitable questions you
will be getting from buyers as compliance dates pass and as market expectations continue to rise. Whether you’re a
grower, huller/sheller, or packer, you’re
faced with a decision as to what sort of
food safety programs to implement in
your operation.

Grower Requirements—The
Produce Safety Rule
By now you have certainly heard
about the FDA’s “Standards for the

Phoenix
Enterprises
Your #1 Supplier Of Wood
And Steel Stakes.

Call Us Today!
(559) 271-2377 FAX: (599) 271-5350
sales@gostakes.com
4731 W. Jennifer Ave. Fresno, Ca 93722-6425
www.gostakes.com

Growing, Harvesting, Packing, and
Holding of Produce for Human Consumption” rule, or Produce Safety rule,
their first foray into official oversight of
growers in the food industry. Unfortunately much of the communication from
the Produce Safety Alliance and other
parties, about the FDA’s Produce Safety
rule, has had a focus on the term “fresh
produce”, which has led to confusion
with some growers about whether the
rule applies to them. We feel that a more
appropriate term would be “covered
produce”, as it is directs the reader’s attention to fact that many types of plantbased foods are covered by the rule.
The rule covers most “raw agricultural
commodities.”
Additionally, the term “covered
produce” makes an implied reference to
the fact that not all produce is covered
by the rule—that there are some exemptions. Exemptions include:
•

Produce consumed on the farm

•

Specific commodities considered “rarely consumed raw”
based on consumption data.
This does include pecans, but no
other nut. Further information
about this list can be found here:
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/
food/guidanceregulation/fsma/
ucm576496.pdf

•

Growers earning below $25,000
in annual revenue (based on a
three year rolling average, adjusted for inflation)

•

Some growers who primarily sell to “qualified end users”
(i.e. direct to consumer or to
restaurants or retailers which are
in-state and within a 275-mile
radius)

Figure 1. Photo courtesy of Produce Safety Course

Figure 2. Photo courtesy of Produce Safety Course

Produce which will receive a
commercial processing step that
significantly reduces the presence
of pathogens, such as almonds
(we’ll cover this in greater detail
in the next section).

•

Obtain a copy of the regulation
itself, as well as the fact sheet, the
small entity compliance guide,
and any other documents you
find helpful on the FDA’s web
site— https://www.fda.gov/fsma

For growers who are required to meet
this rule, here’s a checklist of what steps
we recommend:

•

Attend the FDA-recognized
one-day grower training that
was produced by the Produce

•

				

Safety Alliance. Training is a
requirement of the regulation.
The bright side is that this is a
one-time course for the attendee and requires no renewal. We
currently have a few courses on
the calendar and plan to offer
additional courses this fall and
spring. We are proud to be workContinued on Page 22
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Continued from Page 21
ing with the California Walnut
Board, the Almond Board of
California, and to have courses
supported through CDFA grants
to offer reduced-rate training
throughout California.
•

•

The regulation does not require
documented procedures, although it is recommended that
you develop some key documented procedures related to
compliance. However the regulation does require specific records
of certain required processes.
Make sure you get a copy of the
document which lists required
records, as well as a copy of the
record templates, water calculation tools, and other useful items
on the Produce Safety Alliance
web site: https://producesafetyalliance.cornell.edu/resources/
general-resource-listing
Be strategic with use of your
water sources where you can,

keeping in mind the definition of
“agricultural water” in the rule.
•

Before planning how you’ll comply with the water requirements,
take note of the recent changes—there are new test methods
now allowed, as well as delayed
compliance dates that have been
proposed by FDA (Figures 1 & 2,
page 21).

•

Reach out to others in the industry with experience, such as
those with GAP certifications, as
they already have tools that are
working and may be useful for
you.

•

Determine your strategy for how
you’ll manage any contracted
services, such as labor or spraying. Ultimately you are still responsible for compliance of your
operation and must ensure that
these contractors comply.

The “Commercial Processing”
Grower
Exemption
As referenced
above, the Produce
Safety rule describes
how a grower may
take an exemption to
the Produce Safety
rule under certain
circumstances where
their produce undergoes commercial
processing—if that
processing will adequately reduce the
presence of pathogens. This is defined
in section 112.2(b).
This includes any type
of validated pasteurization, and of course
also includes the
mandated pasteurization program for the
California almond
industry.
This specific exemption applies, as we
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will explain in the next section, to growers and to any huller/shellers or raw nut
operations that fall under the definition
of a “secondary farm”.
In order to obtain this exemption, the
following is required:
1.

Communication to any domestic
customers, whether huller/shellers, handlers, or other customers,
through documentation, that the
product they are receiving is raw.
Specific language is expected by
FDA, something similar to “not
processed to adequately reduce
the presence of microorganisms
of public health significance.”

2.

The second requirement in the
rule has recently been delayed
under a recent action by FDA
called “Enforcement Discretion.”
As the regulation is currently
written, in addition to notifying
your customer that the product
is not processed, the grower must
receive communication from
their customer indicating that
the customer understands the
product needs to be processed,
and they will make sure this happens. The grower has to keep this
documentation on file. The good
news here is that, as noted, FDA
has put off this requirement for
the time being. More information can be found here: https://
www.fda.gov/food/newsevents/
constituentupdates/ucm590667.
html. (Figure 3, page 23).

The Almond Board has made a
useful recommendation for companies
taking the exemption. They are suggesting that these organizations develop a
short written summary explaining some
background information about their
operation, the legal basis for taking this
exemption, and how they meet the communication requirements (bin tags, shipping paperwork, contracts, etc.). This
is a communication tool for use with
inspectors, as well as potential inquiries
from customers who may not be familiar
with the exemption or how it works.

Continued on Page 24

Figure 3. Photo courtesy of the FDA
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Continued from Page 22

to take the 2.5 day PCQI training
course. This person’s responsibility will be to “do or oversee” a
specific set of activities required
by the regulation. As with the
Produce Safety rule, this training
is required. Our organization has
offered this course since March
2016, and many others offer it as
well. As with the Produce Safety
course, this is also a one-time
course for the attendee and requires no renewal.

Growers, Hullers, Shellers, and
Processors—Which Rule?
As defined under FSMA, the
definition of a grower in FDA’s eyes is
clear—think of a traditional farm. Also,
operations such as a nut butter processor, a company oil roasting nuts, or dry
roasting and applying a seasoning, are
clearly food processors and fall under
the “Current Good Manufacturing Practice and Hazard Analysis and Risk-Based
Preventive Controls for Human Food”
rule, or the “Preventive Controls” rule.
However there are some operations for
whom it isn’t as obvious which of the
FSMA rules apply to them.
The gray area as the rule is currently
written, is for operations which may or
may not qualify as a “secondary activities
farm.” This could be an operation like a
huller/sheller, or a nut processor which
handles only raw nuts but does not
further process or treat them, other than
basic activities like fumigation, sizing,
shelling, etc. If the operation qualifies as
a secondary activities farm, it falls under
the Produce Safety Rule as described
above. Otherwise it is likely considered a
processor and falls under the “Preventive
Controls” rule for human food.
For help with determining which rule
the operation falls under you can refer
to the “Draft Guidance for Industry:
Classification of Activities as Harvesting,
Packing, Holding, or Manufacturing/
Processing for Farms and Facilities” at:
https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/ucm517567.htm
For operations under the Preventive
Controls rule, taking these steps will give
you a great start:
•

Ensure your GMPs and other
“pre-requisite programs” are up
to date per the regulation. This
includes developing a training
program which is specific based
on employees’ position.

•

Someone in the operation responsible for food safety needs
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•

•

Beyond implementing the tools
covered in the training, I recommend visiting FDA’s web page for
this regulation and downloading
a few items: the fact sheet, the
small entity compliance guide,
and the “Draft Guidance for
Industry: Hazard Analysis and
Risk-Based Preventive Controls
for Human Food.”
Be sure to open Appendix 1 of
the guidance above, and verify that your food safety plan
includes the hazards noted there

for the products you produce.
Take note that you should verify
biological hazards included, as
well as chemical and physical
hazards. In all likelihood these
will include Salmonella, E. Coli,
aflatoxin, metal, and possibly
Listeria or other specific hazards
as well.
•

If you’re somewhat new to hazard
analysis and don’t yet have a documented HACCP plan, consider
downloading the FDA’s “food
safety plan builder” and giving it
a try. It could be helpful.

•

The supply chain requirements
within this regulation comprise a
separate section, subpart G, and
include some specific, new requirements. Be sure to reference
that guidance as well.

•

Make sure you have a documented recall program that meets the
regulatory requirements.

Figure 4. Photo courtesy of the FDA

Additional FSMA Rules
In addition to the rules noted
above, there are a few others that you
should investigate to determine where
your operation falls. As with all items
noted above, each of these have supplemental documentation available that is
helpful.
The first is the “Sanitary Transportation of Human and Animal Food” rule,
whose compliance dates have already
passed at this point. This rule does not
seem, so far, to be an area that has gotten
much attention in the industry. But that
may change in the future. An overview
of this rule’s requirements is provided in
(Figure 4, above).
The “Foreign Supplier Verification
Programs” rule, or FSVP, outlines importer requirements. This rule is largely
focused on requirements for importers
which don’t fall under the Preventive
Controls rule for processors, but there
are some exemptions here to be aware of

as well. A great reference for this is FDA’s
coverage flow chart, https://www.fda.
gov/downloads/Food/GuidanceRegulation/FSMA/UCM472461.pdf. FDA has
begun enforcement of this rule, and has
found that a large number of importers
are not yet in compliance. Associated
with this rule is another, the “Accredited
Third Party Certification” rule, which
establishes a voluntary program called
“VQIP” that allows expedited entry into
the U.S. and helps importers verify their
suppliers’ compliance with the FSVP
rule if they participate.
The final rule to be implemented will
be the Intentional Adulteration rule,
with compliance dates from July 2019
to July 2021, depending on the size of
the operation. This rule applies to those
operations that fall under the Preventive
Controls rule, although as with all things
FDA, there are some exemptions laid out
here too. The rule is all about security
measures, also known as “food defense”
measures, and requires a specific, documented mitigation plan which includes
an assessment of vulnerabilities and

				

measures implemented to mitigate them.
A graphic breakdown of all of the
FSMA compliance dates can be found at
the following page: https://www.fda.gov/
downloads/Food/GuidanceRegulation/
FSMA/UCM568798.pdf.
I hope that this article proved helpful
for you. Feel free to get in touch with us
if you have questions we can help with. I
would also suggest you visit our website
and sign up for our newsletter, where we
regularly communicate the latest updates
on FSMA and other food safety-related
topics.
www.safefoodalliance.com

Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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MAN
AGAINST
MOTH

The Latest in
Pistachio Sanitation
By: Cecilia Parsons | Associate Editor

O

n the pistachio playing field it’s
“man against moth.”

If navel orangeworm (NOW) wins
the game, growers will see lower returns,
processors will have the challenge of
sorting out high numbers of damaged
nuts and consumers will find fewer pistachio nuts in the marketplace.
If growers want to win the battle and
knock down high NOW populations
in their orchards, the process won’t be
cheap, but neighboring growers, processors, and consumers will be grateful.

NOW Impact
Navel orangeworm, Amyelois
transitella is a serious pest in pistachio
orchards. The pistachio nut is susceptible to infestation as soon as hull split
occurs. As larvae hatch, they feed on the
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developing nuts. NOW infestation also
introduces fungal organisms in the nuts
that produce aflatoxins. NOW eggs laid
in mummy nuts left on trees or orchard
floors provide the first generation to hit
orchards in the spring.
Last year, NOW damage in the pistachio crop topped previous levels and cut
into the marketable yield of the crop.
Mike Smith, with Grower Services
at Setton Farms in Terra Bella, said crop
damage due to NOW damage was at four
percent, doubling the previous high level
of two percent in 2015.
“There was no improvement in
control, damage was magnified last year,”
Smith said.
Setton’s response was a number of
grower outreach meetings where they

Nate Laux, crop advisor for Integral Ag.
All photos courtesy of Cecilia Parsons.

were encouraged to step up sanitation
efforts, sweep berms and to avoid early
sprays of pyrethroid products that affect
beneficial insect populations.
“We want growers to use timely
sprays and plan for early harvest,” Smith
said.

Control Strategies

A number of NOW control strategies have been developed in pistachio
production. Researchers have estimated
the number of degree-days before the
first flight of NOW invades orchards.
Timed chemical control, mating disruption, biological control and pheromone
traps are being used by many growers.
The pistachio industry is hoping the
new sterile insect release program will
be a repeat of the success found in pink
bollworm control.

A Peterson trap in a pistachio orchard is
baited with a mixture of pistachio and almond
meal traps female navel orangeworm. The
trap is also a monitoring tool to keep track of
numbers from first flight to hull slip.

Pest control advisor Justin Nay from
Integral Ag said one control measure
alone won’t impact NOW infestations
and good orchard sanitation must be a
part of any program. Success of NOW
management programs is hindered by
a number of horticultural and cultural
practices in pistachio production, Nay
said. By far the greatest problem contributing to high NOW numbers in
pistachio production, is inefficiency of
harvest.

Mummy Nuts
Nay said he often sees 100 to 200
pounds per acre left on orchard floors after harvest on high yielding years. Those
nuts provide a food source for NOW if
they are not removed. Compounding the
problem are orchard floors that make
nut removal difficult.
Nuts are left on orchard floors due to
catch frames that are inadequate for larger trees, equipment operator errors, nuts
dropping from equipment as it moves
from tree to tree and even pruning practices when branches holding clusters of
nuts do not receive shaker energy. Unless
multiple shakes are done, later maturing
nuts are left on the trees.
Cost of multiple harvests may not
be economically justified, Nay said, but
with NOW flying after harvest, the left
behind pistachio nuts become infested.
It is not uncommon to see 500 mummy
nuts on the ground under each tree in an
orchard, he added.
“You do the math and come up with
300 to 3,000 female NOW per acre depending on the infest,” he said.
Following harvest, NOW are flying
and infesting nuts into December, Nay
said. Mummies that fall in the tree row
are difficult and expensive to move into
the orchard aisles. Other problems are
nuts in disk furrows, gopher mounds
and squirrel holes. Sweeping and raking
nuts into middles is expensive and time
consuming, Nay admits, but leaving
them supports prime habitat for NOW.

Orchard Floor Management
Orchard floor management plays a
important role in NOW control. Nay
recommends that new orchards have
berms that are smooth and rounded
with no flat tops. If berms are not used,
the ground in the tree rows should be
smooth. In older orchards, smoothing
floors and eliminating pockets where
mummy nuts build up is worth the
effort, Nay said.
Once an orchard is in production,
disking should end and all dead furrows

Continued on Page 28
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Continued from Page 27
and ruts should be eliminated. After
harvest, tree rows should be swept clean
and nuts blown to the center where they
can be flail mowed. Getting the mummy
count down to 10-20 per tree is best, but
Nay said even at 40 per tree results are
decent.

This nine-year old pistachio orchard in southern
Tulare County has a serious build up of mummy
nuts on the floor and numerous places on
the berms and the soil that can trap and hold
mummy nuts, which serve as a incubation site
for navel orangeworm.

Pistachios sprouting in an orchard. Can’t
say mummy nuts are all blanks when you
see nuts sprouting.

Mummies blown or raked into the
aisles should be flailed or ground up
twice. Nay said it is best to avoid this
during bloom as the dust generated
affects flowers.

Monitoring NOW Levels
To get an idea of the level of NOW
in the orchard, mummies should be
cracked and checked for infest rate.
Trapping for gravid females can be
done to monitor NOW. Nay said if the
population does not decline during the
second flight in July, removing more
mummies will be more effective than
a spray application. Spray applications
should not start until early splits show
up and egg deposition has begun. In
years with numerous early splits per tree
populations can build up for more than a
month before first shake.
Nay said there are some weaknesses in the NOW life cycle that can give
growers opportunities for control. At
least two and sometimes three generations are dependent on a gravid female
to find mummies to re-infest to maintain
a population until new crop is available.
If early splits do not occur, the moths are
more dependent on mummies. Mummies that are moved out from shade and
water and into hot, dry aisles are not
good hosts for NOW.

Economic Incentive
If all the moving, trapping and monitoring seem like a lot of work, Smith
verified that there is an economic incentive to practice good orchard sanitation
and control NOW. Growers who deliver
NOW infested loads can lose 40 percent
of the price for their crop. With a 3,000
pound per acre crop, he said that translates into a $1,200 an acre difference.
Bob Klein, manager of the California
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Pistachio Research Board said processors are very concerned about NOW
damage as it is the #1 consumer complaint. Aflatoxin contamination caused
by NOW feeding is a problem in many
export markets.

reduce processing efficiency, possibly
creating significant bottlenecks in moving the crop to market.

Damage is hidden by the shell and
current processing methods cannot sort
out the affected nuts. Klein said that if
the predicted large crop is harvested and
there are high levels of damage it would

“In reality, this is a problem of epic
proportions and we need to curtail it,”
Smith said.

ISOMATE

Last year’s NOW damage severely cut
into processing production, Smith said.

Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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Understanding
Seasonal Vegetative
Growth on Almond
By: Elizabeth J. Fichtner | UCCE Farm Advisor, Tulare and Kings Counties
Bruce Lampinen | CE Specialist, UC Davis

E

valuation of flowering and
fruit set on almond allows
for within-season assessment of
orchard productivity; however,
understanding the vegetative
growth dynamics of almond
allows growers to consider parameters affecting productivity
years into the future. Vegetative
growth of almond has two main
components: vegetative shoot
growth and spur production.
Vegetative shoot growth provides the overall architecture of
the canopy, and spur production generates the tissues that
give rise to the majority of fruit
in subsequent seasons. Both
vegetative shoot growth and
spur production are key components to the development of
an economically sustainable and
productive orchard.

growth proceeds at a somewhat uniform
rate throughout the season on young
trees, but the duration of spur elongation
is short and generally complete by April
or early May.

A

B

C

D

Vegetative Buds
On almond, vegetative buds can be
distinguished from flower buds by shape.

Timing of Vegetative
Growth
All buds (vegetative and flower) are formed during the prior
season. Because almond has one
of the lowest chill requirements
of permanent crops grown in
California, the chill requirement
is generally fulfilled by January.
1. As temperatures increase,
growth initiation is induced, and
bud break ensues, with flower
buds breaking in advance of
vegetative buds. Vegetative shoot
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completed by April or
early May. Spurs are
always formed on the
prior year’s wood, and
remain vegetative for
one to two years prior
to flowering. As a consequence, the process
from vegetative shoot
growth to spur production and flowering may
take four seasons.

Figure
borneon
onthe
Figure2.2.Spurs
Spursare
are always
always borne
the
prior
year’s
wood.
(Illustration:
prior
year's
wood.
(Illustration:
Tombesi,
Tombesi,
et al. 2016)
et al. 2016).

Flower buds are thick and oval; vegetative buds are pointy and triangular. On
shoots, flower buds are generally formed
on either side of a vegetative bud. On
spurs, the apical bud is always vegetative
(Figure 1A, page 30), and this bud can
give rise to either further spur growth
(Figure 2, above) or a vegetative shoot
(Figure 1B, page 30). Spurs in positions
with high light interception are more
likely to give rise to vegetative shoots
than new spur growth.

Vegetative Shoot Growth
Vegetative buds may give rise to long
vegetative shoots that support future
spur production. During the early years
of orchard establishment, long shoot
growth is the main component of vegetative development on almond. On mature
trees, vegetative shoot growth occurs
under conditions of low crop, high vigor,
and in regions of the canopy where there
is excessive light interception. Canopy
regions with excess light include external/exposed areas and empty spaces
resulting from broken limbs.

Spurs
Spurs are short, compact vegetative
shoots, approximately 0.5-2 inches long
(Figure 2, above). Spurs arise on vegetative shoots or on spurs produced in the
prior season (Figure 2, above). Within
a season, the duration of spur growth
is generally short, with spur extension

Bring the Power of Data Collection to
Your Farming Operation!
Third-Party Harvest Grade Inspection Service

Now Available for Almonds & Walnuts
Open to Growers, PCAs, and Consultants

Spurs support approximately 80 percent
of the total almond
SOURCES OF DAMAGE WE INSPECT FOR:
yield in a given year,
Navel Orangeworm (NOW), NOW Pinhole, Peach Twig Borer (PTB), Ant,
yet only about 20 perBug, Bird, Rodent, Blanks, Hull Rot, Doubles, Stain, Gum, Shrivels
cent of the total spur
population on a tree
Track Changes from Year to Year and Over Many Years!
supports nut producCompare Your Farm to the State and County Averages!
tion each year. The fact
EVALUATE DECISIONS MADE REGARDING:
that only one in five spurs
Hull Split Spray Timing, Product Efficacy,
bear fruit in a season is
Pest Identification, Fertilizer Program, and MORE!
explained by the dynamic
status of spurs between
Call or visit our website to learn more!
years. A portion of spurs
integralaginc.com (530)809-4249
remain only vegetative in
a given year (Figure 1C,
page 30), whereas
others may supA
B
port one to five
flowers that may
develop into single fruit-bearing
spurs or multiple
fruit-bearing
spurs (Figure 1D,
page 30). Due to
the reliance on a
localized carbon
economy, individual spurs tend
C
to alternate bear,
Figure 3. In young trees (A), the majority of growth is comprised of vegetative shoots (B and C).
Figure 3. In young trees (A), the majority of growth is
meaning that
spurs that bear
comprised of vegetative shoots (B and C).
fruit one year
tend not to flower
it will take time for bearing spurs to be
or bear fruit the following year.
represented in the canopy. Consider that
spurs are produced on the prior year’s
Comprehensive View On
wood and will remain vegetative for one
Vegetative Growth
to two years before entering productivity. Patience is needed as these vegetative
In new almond plantings (Figure
spurs store carbohydrates to support
3A, above), growers should expect the
future nut development.
mainstay of vegetative growth to be production of long vegetative shoots (Figure Comments about this article? We want
3B and C, above). Although the majority to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
of the future crop is produced on spurs,
article@jcsmarketinginc.com
©2018 Integral Ag Inc. All Rights reserved.
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Soil
Tissue Test
By: Rich Kreps | CCA

A Good Read?

T

aking soil, irrigation and tissue tests
are crucial to optimizing return on
investment and yields in our orchards.
Period. If we as farmers don’t know how
the nutrients we apply are being utilized
or more importantly, aren’t, we need to
make changes in our plans. Soil tests
give us the starting point for the medium
where our plants are growing. Tissues
tell us whether those nutrients are getting into our trees. Taking seasonal water
tests will tell us how our water changes
throughout the season and what solids in
the water may be blocking uptake of nutrients. Of course, irrigation sensors will
let us know how the water is moving,
helping us keep the applied nutrients in
the feeder roots while getting deep moisture into the soil at the proper times. As
difficult as it can be keeping track of all
these practices, doing so will reward us
with a much more lucrative harvest.

Knowing the Nutrients in
Your Soils
As I’ve mentioned in the past, knowing what nutrients your soil is releasing
is the starting block for a good fertility
program. The cation exchange capacity
(CEC) or total exchange capacity (TEC)
of your soil tells you the level of binding
sites in our soils. Loams with more clay
hold more nutrients than loamy sands.
We have to fertigate differently depend-
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ing on our soil composition. If water
is running quickly and more vertically
through sandy soils, we have to irrigate
more frequently with smaller shots.
Lateral expansion in clay soils allows you
to go longer on your sets and keep more
nutrition in the root zone when applying
it through the water. Ask for a soil water
extraction test in addition to the usual
acetate extraction. This will give you
a chance to compare your regular test
results against what the roots are actually seeing in the soil solution. Acetate
extractions show much higher levels of
nutrients than a water rinse of your soil.
Using a sample of your specific water
that you fertigate with for that test will
change it even further and really help
you dial in your program.

Tissue Tests
Tissue tests usually seem easier to
decipher. Colorful graphs and text seem
to enable picking up trouble spots with
just a quick glance. When we dive a little
deeper into our adequacy levels on the
graphs, there is usually a wide range of
sufficiency levels that are deemed okay.
Desirable ranges that span percentages
from two to five percent are too far apart
for my comfort. When they are then
compared to the nutrient that is usually
applied in the highest rates, nitrogen,
we may be in the middle of the sufficiency range on the graph and still very
far from balanced in the tissue. I like to

Continued on Page 34

Do your foliar nutrients
penetrate thick, waxy pistachio leaves?
AGRO-K formulations do!
Zinc
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10150
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Late season NOW
sprays provide a great
opportunity with foliar
nutrition to increase
2018 nut size, splits
and yield and set the
stage for higher 2019
yields. However – many
conventional foliar
formulations do not
penetrate well, especially from mid-summer onward after the pistachio
leaf has hardened off and developed a thick waxy cuticle, making them
ineffective. But Agro-K’s Sysstem® and Dextro-Lac® foliar product lines
are designed to rapidly and completely move through even the toughest,
hardened off, waxy pistachio leaf – even in late summer, making them
extremely effective nutrient delivery tools.
Agro-K’s penetrating formulations allow growers to capitalize on the freeride available with a summer Navel Orange Worm spray to apply the right
nutrients, in right form, at the right time, in the right mix and in the right
place – the 5 R’s for foliar nutrition. Applying effective nutrients based on
a “Science Driven™” approach which can penetrate leaf tissue will help
maximize nut size and splits on this year’s crop, increasing 2018 per
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acre returns. In addition, foliar nutrient programs added to late season
NOW sprays will also increase the 2019 crop. Even though this year’s crop
has not yet been harvested, by mid-season the tree is already building
next season’s crop. Take advantage of the free ride to influence it!
In an August trial a mix of Agro-K nutrients, both micro and macro, were
applied to pistachio trees. Utilizing SAP testing methodology over standard
tissue testing allowed for analysis of “free nutrients” only; meaning those
nutrients currently mobile within the plant’s sap and immediately available
for plant use. Conventional tissue testing measures what is already bound
within the leaf structure and mostly immobile. Measuring sap nutrient
levels effectively detects recent nutrient changes. The charts above
show statistically significant changes in six different nutrients 7 days
after application. Zinc, manganese, copper, molybdenum, potassium and
phosphorus levels all increased statistically vs. the control in the week
after application of AgroBest 0-20-26, Top Set DL and Zinc +4 DL.
This year, take advantage of your summer NOW application to feed your
pistachio trees the key nutrients they need to maximize 2018 yield and set
the stage for 2019 yields.
For more information, call 800-328- 2418, visit www.agro-k.com, or
email info@agro-k.com. Your authorized Agro-K distributor and/or PCA
can provide guidance on all Agro-K products. Call today.
AGRO-K CORpORAtiOn
8030 Main Street, NE • Minneapolis, MN 55432
800-328-2418 • www.agro-k.com

Science-Driven Nutrition ™
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Continued from Page 32
see Calcium closer to 100 percent of my
nitrogen levels in almonds for example.
If nitrogen is three percent and calcium
is two percent, your calcium levels are
not even 70 percent of nitrogen values.
Those deficiencies sound small, but they
can be significant for optimum production.

It’s not a bad idea to add both to
your program to get immediate, in
season benefits. Many other products have been developed and refined to
add biochemical substances to enhance
soil health. There are many companies
actually brewing active soil biology to
inoculate irrigation water with viable,
beneficial micro-flora. The nutrient
transformation that many elements
have to go through to actually become
absorbable to the plant is significant.
Active, beneficial soil biology will speed
up that process and help mine previous
applications of fertilizers. Fungicide,
insecticide, algicide, fumigation and herbicide applications will all knock back
or destroy your soil’s beneficial biology
as well as the bad. Re-inoculating your
soil’s biology to reestablish adequate
colonization of beneficial biology will
facilitate the uptake of the nutrition you
are applying.

Ensuring Nutrients
are Picked Up
Now, you’ve done your research. You’ve
consulted with your crop nutritionist
and developed a plan. The amounts
of nutrients that years of study have
proclaimed need to be applied are in the
program. What is the best approach to
ensure those nutrients get picked up?
Adding soil amendments like bio char,
leonardite, compost, humic acids and
fulvic acids will help hold more water
and nutrition. Supplementing soil with
compost will do the same while adding a shot of soil biology as well. Just
remember, compost takes times to break
down into those same organic acids.

Plan Ahead
As a farmer, you have so many distractions that usually take place before

Soil Sample. All photos courtesy of Rich Kreps.

the sun comes up. Letting them get in
the way of your nutrient decisions can
be costly. Plan ahead and adjust your
nutrient program as your tests come in.
Compare them to previous years nutrient levels and the yields those programs
produced. Healthier plants have fewer
issues with pests, stress, and disease.
Healthier plants grow taller, stronger,
and produce more nuts, year after year.

Introducing the

“Schmeiser Orchard Special”
Tandem Disc

Built to last, the new super heavy-duty “Schmeiser Orchard Special” Tandem Disc delivers. Its low profile passes easily through
orchards without catching limbs. Designed and engineered for the toughest orchard conditions. Consturcted of wall structural tubing,
T-1 steel and plow plate. Adjustments are quick and easy in the field, without special tools or shop time.

Special features include:
• 24” or 26“ blades
• Easy-to-adjust gangs
• 1-3/4” trunnion gang bearings
• High road clearance ensures easy towing
• “Ever Level” linkage system ensures Disc cuts evenly
• Heavy-duty “Perfect Hitch” clevis hitch for easy hook up
• Easy-to-adjust Single Depth Control (no more cylinder stops)

The “Schmeiser Orchard Special” Tandem Disc is built for years of the hardest work you can throw at it.

®
1-800-288-8128 • www.tgschmeiser.com
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Know what’s in your water.

Ask your crop nutrition consultant to
make sure your nutrition plan will optimize the uptake of your fertilizer inputs.
You work hard to optimize your return
on investment. Make sure your support
staff is working just as hard.
Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com

Nutrient deficiency yield example.
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Company Profile

JACKRABBIT
If it’s fast and in the orchard,
it’s JACKRABBIT
By: Cecilia Parsons | Associate Editor

E

arl Anderson, who founded
Jackrabbit in the 1980s, would
be proud of the company today. He
revolutionized nut harvesting when he
launched the Jackrunner.
Anderson understood that in the
future tree nut growers would value
equipment that would not only speed up
their harvests, but save time and labor.
His innovative vision and focus
on well-made, serviceable equipment
continues today under the leadership of
Jackrabbit CEO Bob DeMont.
“Earl sketched systems to speed up
harvest, knowing growers and custom
harvesters might have to beat adverse
weather conditions at times,” DeMont
said. “That founding focus on the
needs of the grower is what drives our
innovation today.”
Jackrabbit is now owned by
Management and two private equity
firms. But the company continues
Anderson’s legacy of quality machinery
built with the grower's and custom
harvester's needs in mind.
“Jackrabbit is the same company.
We have continued Earl's legacy of
innovation and a desire to make the
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One of the investments in the Jackrabbit
manufacturing plant is this robotic welder to
speed up the process and improve quality.
All photos courtesy of Cecilia Parsons.

Dusty Boothe (right), Jackrabbit Director of
Engineering, Research and Development with a
fresh off the line CO-Jack, Jackrabbit CEO Bob
DeMont (middle) and Danny Thomas (left),
Jackrabbit Sales and Marketing Director.

grower’s life easier,” DeMont said. From
Jackrabbit’s unique side dump shuttle
to advanced dust control technology,
the idea is to meet grower needs in the
orchard.

Dedicated to Innovation
Dedicated to continued innovation,
Jackrabbit has expanded its engineering
department from one and a half people
to nine—all working on innovations
to make growers' lives easier. Danny
Thomas, Jackrabbit Sales and Marketing
Director, said the company is unique
in that it actively seeks out input from
customers.
“We use a focus group approach to
gather ideas to make the equipment
work better.” Jackrabbit values input
from customers, Thomas said, because it
helps them improve their products.
“One of the consistent things we've
heard was ‘no down time during harvest,’
Thomas said.

Reducing Down Time
Machinery repairs during harvest
steal hours from labor and impact crop
quality. Jackrabbit’s response to that
need was a dedicated effort to look
at machinery parts that took time to
replace. The result is a 2018 debut of a
harvester pickup head in cartridge form.
Replacing a broken belt on a pickup
head is an multi-hour job, too much
down time during a busy harvest season.
To speed up the process Jackrabbit
engineers designed a complete assembly
that can be dropped into place in less
than an hour.
The cartridges add a safety factor
too, since no one has to work under
the machine. Thomas said the cartridge
system was available last year for
Australia’s almond harvest and was well
received.

Reduced Dust

made by Jackrabbit. DeMont said the
company has worked hard to minimize
dust generated by harvest equipment.
Last year at an Almond Board sponsored
field day, DeMont demonstrated the
unique Constant Race™ technology.
Molded resin discs replaced a metal
cleaning chain and their agitating action
causes more dirt to fall out.
“Dust is pretty much dirt plus
energy,” DeMont said. The engineers at
Jackrabbit looked at removing as much
dirt as possible from the product stream
before it reached the energy—or the fan.
The agitation causes more dirt to fall
out before reaching the hydrostatically
controlled cleaning fan which the grower
can adjust to minimize energy input.
Thomas said the system is very
helpful in Australia where machines
invariably pick up large amounts of sand
during harvest. Instead of hauling sand
long distances to the hullers there, the
agitating action sifts out the sand.

Efforts to ‘clear the air’ are being
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Harvest Efficiency
Dusty Boothe, Jackrabbit’s
Director of Engineering, Research
and Development, said the company’s
side dump shuttle is a great example
of harvest efficiency as it allows
the harvester to continue down the
orchard row while nuts are transferred
automatically from the reservoir cart
into the JackRunner bin when it docks.
When the bin is full, the operator
changes direction to drive to the elevator
to unload. The JackRunner travels
forward and backward at speeds up to 30
mph. Speed of the machine is matched
by speed of the dump. Boothe said it
takes only 45 seconds to unload the
machine.
Cockpit design in the JackRunner
addresses operator fatigue. Seats swivel
180 degrees so the driver is always facing
the direction the machine is moving.

Jackrabbit equipment assembly and fabrication
in action. The plant employs 90 people and
CEO Bob DeMont said they value good welders.

Controlling Rodents
Another orchard need was met with
the introduction of the CO-Jack. With
fewer orchards being flood irrigated,
burrowing rodents have become a huge
problem. Asphyxiation with carbon
monoxide has been the control of
choice in orchards, but multiple burrow
openings make it difficult to direct the
gas to the target. Jackrabbit’s answer to
this problem was to add visible vapor so
all connected burrow openings could be
found and plugged. Instead of treating
four to five holes, the operator can treat
one and plug the others.
Jackrabbit introduced the CO-Jack at
the Almond Board’s annual conference
last December—just in time for prime
rodent control season and sales have
exceeded expectations, Thomas said.

Frost Protection

The recent acquisition of SHuR
Farms by Jackrabbit moved the company
into frost protection. This patented cold
air drain system works by thrusting cold
air upward nearly 300 feet, blending

Continued on Page 40
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Production boards at the Jackrabbit plant show the work in
progress as the machinery moves through the plant.

Stick Jack
Preharvester De-Sticker/Conditioner

Remove sticks, reduce labor and increase
harvester performance in a single pass.

• Eliminate sticks in a single pass.
• Adjustable ground clearance.
• Unload sticks with a flip of a switch.
• Rotating sweeper brushes for even windrows.
• Increased harvesting productivity.

Built for Speed... Born to Run
471 Industrial Ave. • Ripon, CA 95366

209.599.6118 • www.jackrabbit.bz

Speed • Reliability • Innovation
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Continued from Page 38
it with warmer air. The cold air drain
can elevate the air temperature by
several degrees averting frost damage to
vulnerable crops.
DeMont points out that the cold
air drain system provides vineyards an
alternative to running water for frost
protection and fits well in Jackrabbit’s
portfolio of innovative products.

Reliability and Durability
Jackrabbit’s reputation for reliability
and durability has not changed with new
leadership, but DeMont points out the
manufacturing process is evolving. The
Modesto plant is where the initial flat
steel cutting and forming is done. The
Ripon plant is where the machinery is
assembled.
Investments in the manufacturing
plant include a CNC Pressbrake, that
makes steel forming more accurate, and
a robotic welder. Electronic production
boards throughout the plant show the
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"Welding a set of tanks normally takes four
hours, but the robotic welder can
complete the job in less than half an hour."
progress of each piece of machinery as it
moves through the process.
The robotic welder, DeMont said,
has been a huge time saver for the plant.
“Welding a set of tanks normally takes
four hours,” he said, “but the robotic
welder can complete the job in less than
half an hour and the consistency of the
weld is incredible.”
Jackrabbit originally operated as a
batch plant where orders for one type
of equipment were completed before
another type was started. DeMont said
their “lean” process now schedules
complete systems to be manufactured
at the same time. “Harvest equipment
ordered by a Texas customer on Sunday

was on the truck for delivery one week
later. Not all orders can be completed
that fast, but Jackrabbit works hard to
live up to its reputation,” DeMont said.
“Jackrabbit was in its formative years
as an equipment manufacturing
company when sold. What we have
done,” DeMont said, “is bring it to
maturity.”

Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com

Donʼt leave out this critical part of your nutrition program!

THINK ZINC

Zinc-Shotgun™
Zinc-Shotgun™ is a fertilizer that focuses on micronutrients to satisfy needs of customers seeking high zinc with manganese, iron and copper. The micronutrients are completely chelated with natural organic acids, amino acids, and carbohydrates that are readily bio-degradable and supply energy to the plant and soil microflora.
For more information visit us online at wrtag.com/zinc-shotgun.

Call (209) 720-8040 today to create a plan that’s best for you.

We’re always here to help.
Call: 1-844-WRT-LIFE

Visit wrtag.com
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Electric Rates to Change
					

Roger A. Isom | President/CEO
Western Agricultural Processors Association
Beth Olhasso | Ag Energy Consumers Association

as You Know Them

GRC

E

very three years, each of the investor
owned utilities (IOUs) files a general
rate case (GRC). The GRC is a proceeding filed with the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) and used
to address the costs of operating and
maintaining the utility system and the
allocation of those costs among customer classes.
Phase I of a GRC determines the
total amount the utility is authorized to
collect, while Phase II determines the
share of the cost each customer class is
responsible for and the rate schedules for
each class. In the most recent GRC, and
after almost two years of negotiation, a
settlement was filed in the Pacific Gas
& Electric (PG&E) Phase II GRC. This
wasn’t your typical GRC, and with this
settlement, the current rate structure as
we know it will be completely changed.
Eventually, the 15 or so rates agriculture
is now subject to will be reduced to just
three (3). The “peak period” will change
as will the winter months, which

Continued on Page 44
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SOLAR POWER

FOR FARMS AND RANCHES
to lower your operational overhead
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Chamisal Creek Ranch
Blue Diamond Grower
Fixed Roof and Ground Mount Solar
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WARRANTY

Agricultural solar projects generate long term savings, tax benefits,
and near-zero electricity rates for farms, orchards, and processors. We
understand how to balance solar technology with your environmentally
conscious agricultural operations. Solar energy is a great way to take
some of the burden of operational overhead off your shoulders.
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were previously limited to November
through April. However, many of these
changes will be delayed in implementation.
Back at the start of this effort, PG&E
originally asked for a less than one
percent average increase for agriculture
while other parties were pushing for
agricultural customers to get an increase
between three and 15 percent, on top
of the Phase I revenue requirement for
all customers. After months of intense
negotiations, the Ag Energy Consumers
Association (AECA), PG&E and other
parties settled on a 0.7 percent increase
for agriculture. That will be added to the
Phase I increase of 5.5 percent in 2019
and 4.9 percent in 2020.

TOU
In one of the most critical changes,
also under discussion was a proposed
shift in Time-Of-Use (TOU) periods.
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PG&E proposed to change the peak
TOU period from 12:00PM-6:00PM to
5:00PM-10:00PM and eliminate weekend off-peak periods. Peak periods are
changing as more solar renewable energy
is added to the generation mix, where
there is an increasing amount of supply
during the daylight hours, and less in the
evening. Thanks to the efforts of AECA,
we were able to secure a more reasonable
peak period of 5:00PM-8:00PM and
ensure that the TOU period shift will not
occur until March of 2021. Also starting
in 2021, weekends will have on-peak
periods for the first time, but a new
rate was created for those who need a
prolonged off-peak period for irrigation.
In addition, the winter months will be
expanded, including making the critical
month of October a winter month. The
new rates will be made available to customers to transfer to an optional basis
starting no later than March of 2020.
By the time all of the changes go into
effect, customers will also be able to use
PG&E’s online tool to see how their bills
might change under different scenarios.

How will this affect solar?
One of the main questions to arise
out of the negotiations with the change
in time-of-use periods, was what would
happen to solar? Several tree nut hullers
and processors have installed solar
generation systems at the plants in
the past few years. Changing the peak
hours away from the historically peak
energy production during the middle
of the day would definitely impact the
payback to those investing in solar. As
per the settlement, customers who have
installed solar will be grandfathered on
existing TOU periods for ten years after
their interconnection date. The utilities
have fought solar since the beginning,
and PG&E had proposed to narrow the
differentials between peak and off-peak
prices for solar customers, but AECA
was able to work out a timeline for those
differentials to be narrowed, to ensure
investments made to feed energy back
into the grid during peak hours will be
protected.

In Closing
It is important to note that this settlement has not yet been
approved by the CPUC. It is hard to predict when it will be
set for a vote, but it is expected to be approved by the end of
2018. Other challenges lie ahead as the state legislature tries to
increase the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) which mandates how much renewable energy (wind, solar, geothermal) the
utilities must purchase and utilize for their power supplies, and
the discussions begin on who should pay for the recent devastating fires allegedly attributed to utilities. Following close behind
this is Southern California Edison (SCE) who will be changing
their rate structure as well, including TOU periods. More on
that effort in a subsequent issue.
AECA is an organization made up of growers, Ag associations, water agencies and irrigation districts, ranchers and food
processors. Western Agricultural Processors Association President/CEO Roger Isom is the current President of AECA.

Comments about this article? We want to hear from you.
Feel free to email us at article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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Almonds & Walnuts:

Are You a Friend to Natural Enemies?
Emily J. Symmes, PhD
Sacramento Valley Area IPM Advisor
University of California Statewide IPM Program and Cooperative Extension

Photo 1. Green lacewing egg, larva, and adult. All photos courtesy of the University of California Integrated Pest Management Program.

T

here is an ancient proverb that
states “the enemy of my enemy is
my friend.” There is no truer statement
in integrated pest management, particularly the impacts of beneficial organisms (also called natural enemies or
biological control agents) in helping to
reduce populations of arthropod (insect
and mite) pests. In fact, the theory of
integrated pest management (IPM) was
initially borne of the integration of two
tactics to reduce insect populations:
biological control and chemical control.
IPM has since developed to incorporate
many other management techniques and
practices, including cultural, mechanical, physical, behavioral, and genetic
controls, in addition to biological and
chemical tactics.

Biological Control Strategies:
Biological control (or “biocontrol”)
can be broadly defined as any activity
of one species that reduces the adverse
effect of another species. In practice,
this pest management approach can be
divided into three general strategies:
Classical, Augmentation, and Conservation Biocontrol. A brief description of
each follows.
Continued on Page 47
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Classical Biocontrol: With this strategy, the target pest is not native to the
environment or ecosystem and, in many
cases, has only fairly recently invaded
and established and is causing significant
damage to the system. One reason that
exotic (non-native) pests are so successful in our agroecosystems lies in the fact
that they are free of, or at least have far
fewer, natural elements that regulate
or suppress the population. These may
include natural enemies (other animal
organisms that prey on or parasitize
them), propensity for disease development in the population, and competitors
for resources, among others.
In a nutshell, Classical (also termed
“importation”) Biocontrol involves
foreign exploration to the purported
native range of the pest to identify and
collect natural enemies that regulate the
pest population in the native range. After
much testing, this is followed by importation and release of the natural enemies
that are deemed suitable for the target

ecosystem and show potential to reduce
target pest populations upon release.
The goal with Classical Biocontrol is
establishment of the introduced natural
enemy (i.e., they will survive, reproduce,
and provide effective and economic
pest suppression without the need for
significant further intervention involving
numerous repeated releases). There are
a number of successful cases of Classical
Biocontrol, particularly with insect pests.
The most revered of these was the introduction of the Vedalia beetle to suppress
cottony cushion scale in California citrus
beginning in the 1890s.
Classical Biocontrol activities, at least
those involved up to the establishment
stages, are largely conducted by regulatory agencies and research institutions.
Subsequently, certain of the introduced
natural enemies in Classical Biocontrol
efforts may be used by crop producers in
the Augmentation Biocontrol methods
described below.
Augmentation Biocontrol: This
strategy also involves the intentional re-

lease of natural enemies, in this case into
a target system where they already occur
to some degree (as opposed to Classical
Biocontrol, in which the natural enemy species did not exist at all prior to
introduction). When natural enemies are
not present at high enough densities at
the right time to provide sufficient pest
population reduction, their numbers can
be “augmented” in one of two ways. One
approach, inoculative releases often
occur once or a just few times during
a production cycle (growing season)
depending on the pest phenology in
the system. The goal of this approach is
establishment and population increase of
released natural enemies, with continued suppression of the pest population
for multiple generations (longer-term
impacts of releases expected).
The other method, inundative
releases, function quite similarly to
chemical pesticide applications, whereby
large numbers of natural enemies are
released (often requires multiple releases
of high numbers depending on the pest

Continued on Page 48
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Figure 1. UC
IPM online Pest
Management
Guideline screen
grab showing
where to link to
data concerning
the impacts of
pesticides on
natural enemies
(link in red box).

Continued from Page 47
phenology and production system). The
goal with this approach is a more rapid
knock-down of the pest population, with
little expectation of establishment of
natural enemies (at least not all of those
that were released) nor longer-term pest
suppression of future generations. The
most successful approaches with augmentation biological control are often
seen in contained production environ-

ments (e.g., greenhouses), but there
are a number of successful examples in
field, row, vegetable, and some orchard
cropping systems where inundative or
inoculative releases are effective in helping reduce pest impacts.
Augmentation Biocontrol approaches are employed by the “end-user” (the
crop producers themselves). There are a
number of commercial insectaries that
mass-rear and sell various types of natural enemies specific to your target pest.
Consult with your PCA (Pest Control
Advisor) or local University of Califor-

nia Cooperative Extension advisor for
more details on best practices for natural
enemy releases.
Conservation Biocontrol: The third
and most crucial biological control
strategy is Conservation Biocontrol. In
fact, the success of the first two methods
described above also rely heavily on
incorporating this approach. In most agricultural systems, particularly orchards,
this method is the easiest of the three
biocontrol strategies to adopt and should
be considered an integral part of your
IPM program. This strategy is simple

PBM Supply & MFG., INC.

Photo 2. Adult minute pirate bug.
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Table 1. Some of the key almond and walnut orchard pests and their most common natural enemies.

with regard to the natural enemies that
already occur in the ecosystem: “Don’t
Starve Them, Don’t Kill Them.” In most
orchard systems, natural enemies exist
(to some degree) for many of our primary pest species, particularly those native
or endemic to the ecosystem, or exotic
pests that have been established for some

time (Table 1, above). Understand that
in order for natural enemy populations
to continue to remain established in the
target area (and provide us FREE pest
control services!), they require some
level of resources. For natural enemies,
these necessary resources include: food
(e.g., prey for predators, pollen, nectar),

				

developmental sites (hosts for parasitoids), water, shelter, and remaining free
from harmful (lethal) impacts (i.e., detrimental pesticides). We can also employ
“enhancement biocontrol” activities
to improve the survival, abundance,
temporal synchrony with pests, leading

Continued on Page 50
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Continued from Page 49
to improved effectiveness of natural enemies present in the system. These may
include various habitat-management
modifications that promote the success
of natural enemies, such as hedgerows,
plants that provide extrafloral nectaries, insectary plants (via cover crops or
companion plants), and other modifications that provide natural enemies
with alternate food and developments
sites (hosts/prey, other food resources),
as well as shelter from in-orchard pest
management activities.
Conservation Biocontrol requires
knowing which natural enemy species
are present in your system and what
their various ecological requirements
are. It also requires an understanding
that some level of prey/host is necessary
for their survival. That’s not to say that
we must tolerate economically-damaging pest levels, as some natural enemies
can survive on other non-pest species
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as well as pests. Rather, understand
that a complete absence of prey/hosts
means no natural enemies are available
to provide any level of pest population
suppression. Careful monitoring of both
pests and their natural enemies can
provide the baseline of information in
order to make proper pest management
decisions and capitalize on naturally-occurring biocontrol. An online gallery
of common natural enemies (including
many of those listed in Table 1, page 49)
is available at ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/NE/
index.html. In addition, UC IPM Pest
Management Guidelines for Almonds
(ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/selectnewpest.
almonds.html) and Walnuts (ipm.ucanr.
edu/PMG/selectnewpest.walnuts.html)
contain additional information within
each pest page with details and images
of the common natural enemies listed in
Table 1, page 49.

Photo 4. Adult sixspotted thrips.

It’s a Numbers Game
Typically, in Biocontrol practice, it
comes down to a numbers game—the
ratio of natural enemies to pests in the
system at a given time.
There are a number of
orchard pests where
much scientific research has shown that
if significant numbers
of natural enemies are
present in relationship
to pest population
abundance, natural
enemies can be relied
on to provide effective pest suppression
below economically-damaging levels IF
THE PRINCIPLES
OF CONSERVATION
BIOCONTROL ARE
FOLLOWED (don’t
starve them, don’t
kill them). A few
examples of these are
certain aphid species
(e.g., walnut aphid),
spider mites, and
certain scale species
(walnut scale, San Jose
scale, frosted scale,
and European fruit
lecanium), among
others.

Photo 5. Parasitized walnut scale.

Bonus! ANYONE can use Conservation Biocontrol. It is the most cost-effective of the three methods, requiring no
purchase nor release of natural enemies.
Much information is available to assist
with decision-support for treating pests
while considering their natural enemies,
as well as choosing the least detrimental
pest management materials for application when needed.
Visit the University of California
Pest Management Guidelines online for
your particular agricultural pest at ipm.
ucanr.edu to learn specific guidelines for
incorporating Biological Control into
your IPM program. In addition, the Pest
Management Guidelines for each crop
pest provide a link to the known impacts
of commonly-used pesticides on different types of natural enemies.
(see Figure 1, page 48 for an image of
where to link to that information at the
beginning of each pesticide treatment
table).
Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us at
article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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Farm First Aid−

Safety and Compliance
By Amy Wolfe | MPPA, CFRE President and CEO, AgSafe

Agriculture is one of the most dangerous industries in which to work. According to
the National Ag Safety Database (NASD), injuries on farms range from minor cuts
and scrapes to amputations and death. Being prepared and informed in how to
address this risk is key to both safety and compliance.
First Aid Preparedness

B

efore reviewing basic first aid
essentials, first aid preparedness is
a requirement. The California Code of
Regulations, Title 8, Section 3439 outlines these requirements:
•

There shall be adequate first-aid
materials immediately available at
the farm headquarters and/or on
worker transportation buses. Such
materials shall be kept in a sanitary
and usable condition. A frequent
inspection shall be made of all
first-aid materials, which shall be
replenished as necessary. In the case
of employers whose workers are
widely scattered in small crews that
are contacted by a traveling foreman, adequate protection may be
accomplished by having a first-aid
kit in the foreman's car or vehicle.

•

At remote locations, provisions
must be made in advance for
prompt medical attention in case
of serious injuries. This may be accomplished by on-the-site facilities
or proper equipment for prompt
transportation of the injured person
to a physician or communication
system for contacting a doctor or
combinations of these that will
avoid unnecessary delay in treatment. There shall be at least one
employee for every 20 employees at
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any remote location with training
for the administering of emergency
first aid.
•

For the full regulations visit, https://
www.dir.ca.gov/title8/3439.html

Section One
The first section of the regulation
requires first aid materials. Kits should
be stocked with tape, bandages, alcohol
wipes, gauze and disposable gloves at
the very least. First aid kits need to be

Kits should be stocked with
tape, bandages, alcohol wipes,
gauze and disposable gloves
at the very least. First aid kits
need to be replenished and
inspected frequently and as
with any inspection, it should be
documented.

replenished and inspected frequently
and as with any inspection, it should be
documented. The documentation can be
something simple like a log sheet kept
in the kit itself. Some larger farming
operations may want to utilize a service
that maintains the kit and the inspection
documentation.

Section Two
The second section of the regulation
outlines that, in remote locations, one
employee for every twenty need to be
trained in administering first aid. While

More than a Century
of Service to the

the regulation only requires one trained
employee, it is best practice to have at
least two. What if it is the trained employee who has the injury? It is important that employees receive their training
from an authorized trainer every other
year to stay in compliance. AgSafe is
Medic First Aid provider and offers
an agriculture-specific First Aid/CPR
course in both English and Spanish.

Having the regulation
provides a starting
point for emergency
perparedness, but when
a farm injury happens, do
you know what to do?

Nut Industry

Control Bleeding
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apply direct pressure after quickly
inspecting the wound.
Using a clean absorbent pad, apply
direct pressure with flats of fingers
directly on point of bleeding.
If a pad is not available apply direct
pressure with just your gloved hand.
Wrap a rolled gauze bandage around
the limb to provide continuous pressure to the wound.

Continued on Page 54
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Continued from Page 53
5. Include enough pressure to control
the bleeding, avoid wrapping so
tight that skin beyond the bandage
becomes cool to the touch, bluish
or numb. Make sure a finger can be
slipped under the bandage.
6. If blood soaks though the pad, apply
another pad, leaving the initial pad
in place, apply more pressure with
the palm of your hand. Call emergencies medical services (EMS).

Minor Burns
1. Cool the burn with cool water as
soon as possible. Continue cooling
until the pain is relieved. This will
reduce pain, swelling, and the depth
of injury. Do not apply ice directly
to cool a burn.
Include enough pressure to control the bleeding, avoid wrapping so tight that skin beyond
the bandage becomes cool to the touch, bluish or numb. Make sure a finger can be slipped
under the bandage.
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2. Leave any blisters intact. Cover the
burn with a loose sterile pad. Minor
burns usually heal without further
treatment.

3.

Deep burns over a large area of the body are the most severe. These burns often result in
extensive blistering and destruction of skin tissue.

4.

Make sure the situation is safe for you to help. Contact EMS immediately. Expose the
affected area by cutting or tearing away clothing. If any clothing is stuck to the burn, do
not remove it. If present, remove any jewelry near the burned area.

5.

Separate fingers or toes with dry, sterile, non-adhesive dressings. Do not apply butter,
ointment, lotion, or antiseptic. Loosely cover the burn area with a dry, clean pad or clean
sheet, if the burned area is large.

Have a Plan
The final element of emergency preparedness is to have an actual plan.
At a minimum, a farm emergency plan should include:
•

Emergency escape procedures and
routes.

•

The preferred means for reporting
emergencies.

•

Procedures to account for workers.

•

•

Procedures for workers who
remain on site after the alarm
sounds.

Contact(s) for further information
or explanation of duties under the
plan.

•

Employees should receive training
on farm emergency.

•

Duties for workers designated
to perform rescue and medical
functions.

•

Conduct an emergency response
drill to ensure employees remember
how to execute the plan.

Comments about this article? We want to hear from you.
Feel free to email us at article@jcsmarketinginc.com

				

This is merely a brief overview of
employee safety requirements.
If you have questions about the
specifics, including a sample farm
emergency plan, visit www.agsafe.
org, call (209) 526-4400 or send
an email to safeinfo@agsafe.org.

For a quick guide on farm emergency plans visit, https://www.osha.
gov/Publications/OSHA3870.pdf.
AgSafe is a 501c3 nonprofit providing
training, education, outreach and
tools in the areas of worker safety, human resources, food safety, and pesticide safety for the food and farming
industries. Since 1991, AgSafe has
educated nearly 75,000 employers,
supervisors and workers about these
critical issues.
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ABC Almond Tour Highlights
SUSTAINABILITY
By: Cecilia Parsons | Associate Editor

D

emonstrating the almond industry’s commitment to efficient use
of water, nutrients and energy, the
Lyons family of Modesto hosted more
than 50 representatives of state and
federal agencies for the Environmental
Stewardship tour.

The Tour
This annual tour, organized by the
Almond Board of California (ABC),
highlights efforts by growers and support industries to achieve sustainability
in almond production. The tour is also
designed to acquaint oversight agencies
with day-to-day farming practices. As
California’s number one export crop,
grown on 1,300,000 acres in the Central
Valley, almonds receive a large share of
regulatory attention. To date, ABC and
grower members have invested more
than $70 million in research to improve
efficiencies and mitigate impacts on
water and air quality as well as advance
crop yields.

All photos courtesy of Cecilia Parsons
High density planting trial at Mapes Ranch.

“The tour is a great opportunity
for environmental regulators to see
almond growing in-person, hear about
what almond growers have to consider as they make management decisions, and learn about grower-funded
research and outreach activities by
the Almond Board that help growers
navigate the many production and regulatory issues they face,” said Gabriele
Ludwig, director, Sustainability and
Environmental Affairs at ABC.

Mapes Ranch

Billy Lyons, left, outlines management practices for a block of Independence almonds planted during the
Almond Board’s Environmental Stewardship tour of Mapes Ranch in Modesto. At right are Gabriele Ludwig,
director of Sustainability and Environmental Affairs at ABC and Miguel Garcia, ranch manager.
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Bill Lyons, who served as California Secretary of Food and Agriculture
under Governor Gray Davis, welcomed
representatives of state water, air
quality and pesticide regulation, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and United States Department of

Continued on Page 58
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ranch managers Miguel and Adrian Garcia said they are committed to advancing
sustainable farming practices. In almond
production, those commitments include
matching rootstocks and varieties with
soil types, using food processing waste
as soil amendments, using
integrated pest management
practices and equipment that
minimizes spray drift and dust.

Soil Improvement

Continued from Page 56
Agriculture (USDA)/National Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to the
historic Mapes Ranch on the Tuolumne
River. This family operation, in addition
to almonds, produces cattle and diversified field crops.
Almonds are a relatively new crop for
this ranch that has been in operation for
97 years, but Lyons’ son, Billy Lyons and

A block of almond trees planted 16
months ago in what Bill Lyons called
‘tough soils’ represents time spent
improving the soil environment for
young trees. Lyons noted the permitting
process he went through to be able to
apply food processing waste to his farm
ground with the intention of improving
soil health.
“Thirty years ago, no one would have
thought almonds would be growing
here,” Billy Lyons said at the site of a
new block of almond trees. Soils on the
ranch, he said vary widely from prime

Class 1 soils to less fertile Class 3-4.
In the past 30 years, Bill Lyons said,
he has applied more than one million
tons of food processing waste to his farm
ground. The waste would otherwise have
gone to a landfill, instead, it contributed
to improved soil health. The waste applications were monitored closely by the
state and county with inspections several
times a week, Lyons said. He believes
the waste applications have improved
soil fertility and water holding capacity,
making it possible to grow higher value
crops such as almonds.

Self-pollinating Variety
The young block of almonds on the
ranch represents another advancement
in the almond industry—self-pollinating
varieties. The Independence variety on
Atlas rootstock, Billy Lyons explained,
means their beehive rental costs for
pollination will be less. And, with only
one variety in the block, harvest can be

Continued on Page 60
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Continued from Page 58
done with one pass through the orchard
instead of several to bring in later maturing pollinator varieties.
The trees, planted in 14 feet by 14 feet
spacing are irrigated with a double line
drip system.

High-Density Planting Trial
The ranch also has a high-density
almond planting trial. This trial uses the
self-pollinating Independence almond
variety on dwarf rootstock. The 10-acre
block is planted in 4 foot by 12 foot
spacing at 900 trees per acre. This private
endeavor by the Lyons family means
changing some of the traditional almond
production and harvest practices.
Sebastian Saa, senior manager of agricultural research for ABC, said instead
of shaking, sweeping and picking up
nuts from the orchard floor, the plan is
Sebastian Saa, senior manager of agricultural research at ABC, discusses pest management in almonds at
to use over the row style grape harvestthe Almond Board’s annual Environmental Stewardship tour.
ing equipment with a catch frame to
keep the nuts from hitting the ground.
While this can cut down on the dust generated by sweeping, the
nuts will have to be dried using some type of energy. This change
will have to be analyzed from an economic point of view, Lyons
said.
“Long term, we will have to make changes in the way floors are
managed, and equipment and see what works,” Lyons said. “There
are a lot of questions to answer with this design.”
The trees did produce a first crop earlier than a conventionally
planted orchard and yields were comparable. Acre-wise, Lyons
noted, the water and fertilizer uses are similar.

Rootstock and Variety Choices
Across the road in a conventional planting, Billy Lyons explained their choices for almond rootstocks and varieties. The
Nonpareil, Monterey and Aldridge varieties in that block are
planted on Viking rootstock which will give the trees a better anchor in the ground and also provide salt tolerance. This grove uses
three hives to the acre for pollination.

Pest Management
Monitoring and trapping are key components of the integrated
pest management program carried out by pest control advisor and
fellow almond grower Clinton Bowman. Regular scouting and

Continued on Page 62
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Stuart Layman of Flory Industries explains how almond harvesting equipment has been designed to cut down on the amount of dust generated during harvest.
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Weed Management
Equipment used for weed management is designed to minimize herbicide
use and drift. Adrian Garcia said electronic sensors and electric charges direct
herbicide to weeds and help drops stick
to weeds to be more effective. The goal,
he explained, is improved orchard
floors and harvest quality along with
worker safety.

Nitrogen

Adrian Garcia, ranch manager explains how the spray application equipment used in the almond orchards is
designed to more efficiently use material and prevent drift.

Continued from Page 60
trapping for insect pests including navelorange worm, spider mites and ants is
done to assist in pest control decisions,
Bowman said. Even the irrigators are
trained to be on the lookout for pest
outbreaks, he said. Pesticide treatments
are only warranted when levels reach
a certain threshold. Bowman said they
also monitor for the presence of beneficial insects to control insect pests.

Cover Crops
Cover crops of native grasses in the
orchard rows provide habitat for beneficial or predator insects and selection of
pesticides that target specific pests are
part of the management plan.

Dust
The almond industry’s efforts to cut
down on dust generated by harvest were
outlined by Stuart Layman of Flory Industries. Flory, along with other almond
harvest equipment manufacturers, has
made design changes to reduce the dust
generated by harvest. Layman said dust
reduction of 30-50 percent has been
possible due to the new cleaning chains
in the machine. He said older machines
could be retrofitted to reduce dust.
The high-density orchards will only
need one machine for harvest, Layman
noted, but the trade off will be added
energy use for drying the nuts offsite.

Nitrogen movement into groundwater
has been one of the biggest recent issues
for all of agriculture and particularly in
almonds due crop requirements. The
Bowman Ranch is one of the sites in a
University of California (UC) Nitrogen
Research site and Dr. Thomas Harter
of UC Davis explained how the test
wells and monitoring equipment in the
Bowman Ranch almond orchard are assisting in the on going study of nitrogen
movement.
Regional monitoring of groundwater
is being done, Harter said, to see long
term and regional trends in groundwater quality and to evaluate management
practices to determine if nitrate leaching
is being prevented.
Comments about this article?
We want to hear from you.
Feel free to email us at article@
jcsmarketinginc.com

Miguel Garcia noted the cover crops
in the middles also allow them to move
spray equipment into the orchard and
apply crop protection materials after rain
events.

Pumping Station
Bill Lyons said the ranch’s well-fortified pumping station is the heart of
the operation. There, regulators saw the
200 hp booster pumps, sand filters and
screens that clean and move water where
needed. The ranch is irrigated with river
water, canal water delivered by Modesto
Irrigation District and well water.
Gabriele Ludwig, director of Sustainability and Environmental Affairs at ABC and UC researcher Dr. Thomas
Harter, explain the groundwater monitoring program in an almond orchard on the Bowman Ranch.
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Late Season NOW sprays are a great
opportunity to increase 2018 pistachio
returns by increasing nut size, splits and
yield, while also setting the stage for
increased yield in 2019
Yield: ‘Gold Hill’ Pistachio

Yield: ‘Gold Hill’ Pistachio
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Take advantage of the free ride available with your late season
Navel Orange Worm spray to apply nutrient formulations that
have been tested and documented to penetrate thick waxy
pistachio leaves even during the heat of summer. Applying
effective nutrients based on a “Science Driven” approach
will help pistachio growers maximize nut size and splits on
this year’s crop, increasing per acre returns. In addition, foliar
nutrient programs added with late season NOW sprays will
also increase the 2019 crop. Even though this year’s crop has
not yet been harvested, by mid-season the tree is already
building next season’s crop.
Applying early-season peak demand nutrients like zinc,
phosphorus and boron with your late season NOW spray helps
build bud strength and provide critical nutrients that can be
stored for next year’s developing buds so they are available
when the tree breaks dormancy next spring. Agro-K’s Sysstem
Ready – zinc/manganese phosphite provides two key nutrients
in a highly systemic (phloem and xylem mobile) mix that rapidly
delivers nutrition throughout the tree. Along with other materials
like AgroBest 0-20-26, Top Set D.L. and Zinc +5 D.L. Agro-K
designs specific nutrient programs tailored to meet the specific
needs of your crop.
Our pistachio programs focus on the 5Rs – Right Nutrient, Right
Form, Right Time, Right Mix, Right Place. Building key nutrient
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levels during summer NOW spray timing works to maximize
yield this season while also benefiting the 2019 crop. Building
nutrient levels in the buds this year, leads to more uniform bud
break, faster early growth with larger leaves that have more
photosynthetic capability and stronger flower buds for increased
nut set in 2019. Ensuring peak nutrient demand timing is met
leads to higher nut set and retention. The end result… larger,
heavier nuts and increased yields in 2019.
Building nutrient levels this year sends trees and buds into
winter with more strength and energy reserves that will be
available to the tree next spring at bud break when cool soils
limit uptake and nutrient availability. Applying Sysstem-Ready
with Zinc Plus +5 D.L., AgroBest 0-20-26 and Top-Set D.L.
at late season NOW timing will ensure the tree has all critical
early season nutrients needed ahead of spring peak demand
timing to support leaf and root development. By beginning to
manage next year’s nutrient needs during late season NOW
spray timing you will maximize this years nut size and yield,
while also setting the stage for increased yield in 2019, all
without requiring a special application trip.
For more information, call 800-328- 2418, visit www.agro-k.
com, or email info@agro-k.com. Your Agro-K distributor and
PCA can provide guidance on all Agro-K products needed to
increase your 2019 yields.
AGRO-K CORpORAtiOn
8030 Main Street, NE • Minneapolis, MN 55432
800-328-2418 • www.agro-k.com

Science-Driven Nutrition ™
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Things to Consider

When Building

Your Hazelnut Orchard
By: Cecilia Parsons | Associate Editor

“There are two ways of
thinking about hazelnut
orchard design and
spacing,” said veteran
hazelnut nurseryman
Richard Birkemeier. One is
that orchards planted on
poorer soils won’t have
large trees, so planting
more trees per acre is a
good choice. The other is
that standard spacing will
serve the grower better
over time.”
That has been an ongoing discussion
among growers for the last forty years,
he said.

Growth
Meanwhile, the hazelnut industry in
Oregon has experienced tremendous
growth in the last five to six years and
new varieties are giving growers more
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production choices. The supply of young
trees has been able to keep up with demand, Birkemeier said, but currently, the

industry may be taking a breather.
Oregon’s Willamette Valley has a cli-

Kraemer & Co. Mfg., Inc.
Nut Drying & Storage Facilities

Almonds • Pecans • Pistachios • Walnuts

• Burners
• Fans
• Drying Systems
• Storage & Handling
• Custom Manufacturing
• Spiral E-Z Let Downs
• Installation & Service

Let Kraemer & Co. Design
and Build the Facility
that is Right for Your Needs

Walnut Drying Bins

Bin Features
• Knock Down Kit
• Modular
• Corrugated / Galvanized Construction
• Do-It-Yourself Option
• Low Lead Time
• 6 Ton Capacity
3778 County Road 99 W
Orland, CA 95963
530-865-7982 │ Fax: 530-865-5091
CA Cont. Lic. #485-547 │ Web: www.kcomfg.com

mate suited for hazelnut production, and
is one of only a few places in the world
that can support commercial hazelnut
production. Production has expanded
south to the Roseburg area and north
into Washington in recent years. Hazelnuts grow best, Birkemeier noted, in
areas where weather is affected by a large
body of water.

WE sort THEM ALL

Designing New Orchards
Designing a new orchard and preparing the ground for planting are important because they determine not only the
long term productivity of an orchard,
but also the amount of work required to
bring in a profitable crop. Choosing an
orchard site and deciding on tree spacing
are important, and Birkemeier suggests
using Oregon State University’s (OSU)
proven, reviewed information on hazelnut production to make decisions. After
becoming educated he suggests finding
an experienced hazelnut grower who can
be a good mentor.
“There will be mistakes and a lot of
unexpected stuff,” Birkemeier said of the
hazelnut production learning curve.

Continued on Page 66
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A new single density hazelnut orchard is laid out in Canby,
Oregon. The scribe lines mark the planting spots.

The hole is drilled with an 8” auger for a bare root tree.

All photos courtesy of Nancy Birkemeier

OSU Research

Continued from Page 65
Just to prove he has not been immune to
orchard planting missteps, Birkemeier
told the story of planting a high-density
orchard with plans to remove the middle
trees at maturity. His plan to cut down
the tree, apply roundup to the stump
and drag out the trees went awry when
he found the tree roots had become
entwined and the herbicide translocated
to the remaining tree.

“If you are going to
experiment," he warned,
don't do it next to the
road."
Birkemeier’s years of experience in
hazelnut production and hazelnut nursery production have made him, along
with OSU horticulture department, a
source of good advice.
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Oregon State research has shown that
one way to achieve profitable returns
from hazelnut orchard earlier than
normal is to plant high density. Yield
per tree in a high-density orchard is the
same as in a traditionally spaced orchard
for the first five to six years. A 10 X 18
foot rectangle spacing at 242 trees per
acre can be thinned to form a 20 X 20.6
triangle by removing every other tree.
Costs to plant the additional trees and
their removal have to be considered.
Higher density plantings will require
more intensive management.
The standard 20 X 20 spacing with
108 trees per acre does provide more
sunlight for a productive environment,
but yields early on will be lower than a
high-density orchard.
A slightly tighter planting arrangement of 134 trees per acre is best on
good, well-drained soils. It allows for
use of standard size equipment and it
is possible to work the orchard in three
directions.

With new hazelnut varieties making
smaller trees, Birkemeier said tighter
spacing is becoming more common.
Birkemeier noted that in better soils,
trees will grow faster, leaving less time
for the interplant trees to produce.

Field Preparation
Field preparation is another key to
long-term orchard production—and preventing problems with orchard practices.
There should be enough room on the
edges to turn around spray or harvest
equipment and enough room to turn
into the next row. Planning ahead for a
space to stack tote bins during harvest is
also helpful.
Orchard sites should be as level as
possible and the soil should be tested
for pH and nutrient levels to see if any
amendments are necessary.
Birkemeier said a perfect orchard site
is not only relatively level, it has Class
1 soils—silty loam that is well drained.
Those sites, he said are becoming scarce

A double density planted hazelnut orchard in the
first leaf, Yamhill variety.

This is the same Yamhill field in the second leaf.

as hazelnut planting has expanded in
recent years. Growers who choose poorer soils are using berms to offset some
soil challenges. There are many new
orchards, with newer varieties planted
in less than ideal conditions, but it is too
early to tell if there will be long-term
consequences, he said.
Most growers are now using global
positioning systems to allow precision
planting of orchards. Birkemeier said
there are companies that will use GPS to
mark exact spots for each tree depending
on spacing. Pollinizer tree spaces should
be marked first and if planting in a high
density, should be in permanent spaces.

Planting Guidelines
Planting potted trees is done beginning in November or as soon as there is
enough soil moisture to keep the root
ball moist. Bare root trees generally go
in later in November. The earlier a tree is
planted, the more time it has to develop
a root system before it leafs out in the
spring.

PDI Chico
(530)-894-2755
3195 Durham-Dayton Chico, CA 95928
PDI Hughson
(209)-833-4032
5724 E Whitmore Hughson, CA 95326
PDI Selma
(559) 896-3222
1029 Valley View Ct. Selma, CA 93721

Pure Power. Pure Performance. Pure Orchard-Rite.

Continued on Page 68
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Continued from Page 67
Planting guidelines call for avoiding
sealing sides of the planting hole and
paying attention to planting depth. It
should be no deeper than it was in the
nursery or in the pot. Tree roots should
be spread out and pressed down on a
small mound at the bottom of the planting hole. Enough soil should be added
so that top root is two to three inches
below the soil surface. A few extra inches
should be added to allow for settling of
the soil. When planting grafted trees, do
not cover the graft union with soil. It is
never too early to start leveling the soil
throughout the orchard to make flailing
and harvesting operations easier.
Birkemeier said to be aware of root
loss during planting and understand that
the tree’s ability to take up water may
be compromised. Irrigation during the
summer is necessary during the first two
years of the orchard. While young trees
need water during dry summer months,
weed growth can be a challenge.
Mulching around young trees will
help retain soil moisture and suppress
weeds. Mulching with high organic
matter can reduce the effectiveness of
some herbicides. Soil residual herbicides
should be applied prior to mulching.
Birkemeier said it is important to top
the trees to prevent tipping if the wind
comes up. The general rule is 32 to 36
inches. Any side branches must also
be removed. The top reduction should

Continued on Page 69

Apply the Westbridge Nut Tree Program at
Key Times to Improve Crop Quality & Yield
ORGANIC
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The Westbridge Nut Tree Program improves root and plant vigor
which can lead to enhanced nut uniformity and size, and improved
flowering, pollen viability, nut set and nut retention.
Apply in May:
To increase nut fill, reduce nut
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fruiting sites.
Apply in June:
To improve floral budding.
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This field, in the third leaf, is a mixture of kernel varieties alternating across the field in six row bands.

Continued from Page 68
offset root damage when trees
are handled and planted. To
prevent the spread of bacterial
blight in the orchard, pruning
tools should be sterilized with
70 percent ethyl alcohol after
each tree.
New trees must be protected from sunscald the first few
years after planting. The most
vulnerable part of the tree
trunk is near the soil or mulch.
Trunks can be painted with a
50-70 percent solution of white,
water based exterior latex
paint. It is important to paint
below the soil line as mulch or
soil can settle and expose the
tender bark.

SORTEX®
BioVision™
technology.
Optical sorting
redefined.
The SORTEX® F with SORTEX® BioVisionTM
technology is now available in two sizes to perfectly
suit any size process line.

Tree protectors can also be
tied loosely around the trunks
used to protect against sunscald
and herbicide contact.
OSU Extension publications on hazelnut production
are available at: http://catalog.
extension.oregonstate.edu.

Find out more.
T+ 1 209 983 8400 sortexsales@buhlergroup.com
www.buhlergroup.com/sortex-f

Comments about this article?
We want to hear from you.
Feel free to email us at article@
jcsmarketinginc.com

Innovations for a better world.
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Tips for Managing

Dust
During Each Phase of Harvest
Minor adjustments to existing equipment can have
a huge impact in reducing overall dust output.

By: Almond Board of California

Photo courtesy of Kathy Coatney.

H
Lic# 251698

A Worldwide Leader in Almond
Machinery Technology
Ripon Manufacturing Company is a commercial grade
manufacturer of nut processing machinery. Since 1963, RMC has
provided turn-key systems to hullers, shellers and processors of
the San Joaquin Valley of California and around the world.
209-599-2148 / 800-800-1232 / info@riponmfgco.com

riponmfgco.com
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arvest dust can affect our employees, neighbors and
surrounding communities. While some dust is inevitable,
there are a few simple action steps you can take to drastically
decrease your overall dust output—steps that don’t require a
large price tag or complicated plan.
Dust management during harvest sends a signal to your
neighbors and surrounding community that 1) growers are doing what they can to reduce dust that accumulates near houses,
businesses and schools, and 2) growers are committed to growing a safer, more sustainable product. In preparation for dust
management during each phase of harvest, the Almond Board
of California has created a list of simple tips and reminders for
growers’ reference.

Preharvest
•

Start with a clean orchard floor: Make sure your floor is
as smooth as possible and does not have excessive ruts or
weeds.

•

Manage dust on unpaved roads and yards: Try reducing
speed and spreading gravel or recycled almond shells to
help cut down on dust kick up.

•

Communicate with all involved in harvest: If you’re working with a custom harvester this season, make sure your
contract includes clear expectations for how harvesting
equipment should be calibrated, how speed should be
balanced and what areas adjacent to your orchard may be
impacted by dust generation

•

Consider your soil: Different soil
types will determine different strategies in reducing dust in the orchard.
It’s important to note that during
especially dry years, harvest activities
may generate an increased amount of
dust due to lower soil moisture.

•

Consider your equipment: Purchasing low-dust harvest equipment is
one way to help lower your overall
dust output. Research from 2013
explored the efficiencies of four
harvesters, and all were found to help
lower pm 10 dust by 30–60 percent.
You may also be eligible to collect
incentive funds from United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS), funds that apply to
growers who contract custom harvesters. The current rate for the incentive funds is $38.14 per acre and a
higher payment of $57.20 per acre is
available for historically underserved
producers. If interested, act quickly

Photo courtesy of Kathy Coatney.

Continued on Page 72

CINNERATE
A Proven Solution for Mite Control in Tree Nut Crops
Fast, Effective Mite Knockdown Control
• Fast Results – Stops Mite Activity
in 1-2 hours
• High Efﬁcacy – Up 98% control of
mites in 24-36 hours
• Effects All Life Stage – Adults,
Juveniles & Eggs
• Tank Mix Compatible

• Three Modes of Action – Reduced
resistance concerns
• Low Impact on Beneﬁcial
Predators
• Zero Day REI / Zero Day PHI
• Exempt from Food Tolerance

Ask your Ag retailer or call:
Don Yadon 559-393-3020
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Continued from Page 71
as funding is granted on a first come,
first-serve basis. Additionally, contact
your local air district office to learn
of other funding opportunities for
tractor replacement programs, which
are especially relevant to those in the
San Joaquin valley.

Sweeping

Wire tines can be set as high as a half-inch off the ground
while still sweeping effectively and efficiently.
Photo courtesy of the Almond Board of California.
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•

Plan your route: Make sure to blow
dust back into the orchard (away
from homes, streets and businesses)
whenever possible. Almond trees act
as a natural filter and can help settle
dust quickly.

•

Consider timing: If there are homes,
busy roads or businesses in the vicinity, think about the timing of your
harvest activities and plan to avoid
actions that produce the most dust
during the busiest times of day.

•

Use wire tines vs. rubber flaps:
Rubber flaps can increase dust
from the sweeper, adding dirt to
the windrow and increasing dust
at pickup.

•

Adjust the height of wire tines:
Wire tines can be set as high as a
half-inch off the ground while still
doing an effective job of sweeping.
If set too low, the sweeper head
will dig into the orchard floor and
create more dust.

•

Set your blower spout and fan
speeds: Make sure the blower
spout is set at the proper angle to
blow almonds—not soil— around
the orchard floor. Cutting back on
fan speeds may also help reduce
dust.

•

Avoid extra sweeper passes:
Whenever possible, avoid extra
passes and consider using a berm
brush.

To meet local orchard conditions, adjust blower
spouts appropriately and blow toward the orchard
(away from homes, streets and businesses).
Photo courtesy of the Almond Board of California.

Pickup
•

Go slow: Speed has the greatest impact on dust output. Reducing pickup speed to 1.5 miles per hour cuts dust by 50 percent
compared to 3 miles per hour .

•

Adjust pickup head height to local orchard conditions: Make
sure the pickup head is not set too low, as this may create more
dust.

•

Slow down fans: Don’t just slow down the harvester, but slow
down the fans, too, and reduce fan speeds to the minimum
needed.

Each of these adjustments combined could make a significant
difference on your operation. In recent dust management research
funded by the Almond Board of California, researchers found
equipment that had been set up optimally—based on the recommendations above—performed much better than expected.
The Almond Board provides several dust management resources
for growers’ use at Almonds.com/HarvestDust. These resources include three videos detailing dust reduction tips during preharvest,
sweeping and pickup.
Comments about this article? We want to hear from you.
Feel free to email us at article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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Cover Crops Have the Potential
to Increase Soil Carbon
By: Cecilia Parsons
Associate Editor
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T

he block of almonds near Turlock must have looked like
“bee heaven” when the cover crop of mustard was in full
bloom earlier this spring. Bees were out foraging early each
morning prior to full almond bloom farm manager Ivo Bettencourt reported.
While the bright yellow mustard bloom provided foraging
opportunity for bees, that was not the primary reason for
planting this cover crop.
Bettencourt, said the cover crop trial with a mustard/daikon seed mix in the five acre block was meant to suppress soil
nematodes, but additional benefits included bee forage and
improved soil health.
The small block of almonds in sandy loam soil is adjacent
to housing so fumigation prior to planting two years ago was
not an option. The block was previously planted to almonds
for 30 years. Bettencourt said when it was obvious that young
trees were not growing well, soil tests were done and high
counts of soil nematodes were found.
“We were looking for ways to help these young trees—
something was holding them back,” Bettencourt said.
With few options for the orchard, Bettencourt said he
looked at vegetable producers who were using mustard cover
crops to combat nematodes and decided he had nothing to
lose.

COMPLETE PLANTS
Built to Fit Your Needs

WizardManufacturing.com
info@wizardmanufacturing.com
530.342.1861 • Ca Lic. # 1036445

High-performance. Low-profile design.

Better for your operation.
Photos courtesty of Almond Board of California.

5G Series Narrow Specialty Tractor
The new 5GV and 5GN Series Tractors
are the perfect fit for the narrower rows
producers are adopting to conserve water.
Plus, they stand their ground when it comes
to the toughest jobs out there.

He is convinced the mustard cover
crops planted not only suppressed nematode populations, but also improved soil
health.
Soil samples from the block went
from 258 to 165 on the berm and 258 to
0 in the centers, Bettencourt confirmed.

5ML Low-Profile Utility Tractor
• 115 hp† PowerTech™ engine
• 16F/16R PowrReverser™ transmission
• Newly designed low-profile hood for
improved visibility and access

Bettencourt said he learned a few
things along the way—making changes
to improve the cover crop stand and
increase its effect on soil and soil pests.
Planting the cover crop earlier in the
fall, closer to October 1 than November
1 resulted in a full bloom before almond
bloom. He planted 15 pounds of seed per
acre with a broadcast ant bait spreader,
and then went over with a spring tooth.
A grain drill, followed by a ring roller
does a more precise job, he said. The
cover crop is mowed, then tilled back
into the soil after almond bloom.
Since the initial cover crop trial,
Bettencourt said he plans to plant a
cover crop in an older orchard that will

6M Series Utility Tractors
• Low-profile design perfect for orchards,
nurseries, vineyards and other hard-toreach areas
• 110 to 130 hp†

Visit us at www.fresnoequipment.com
Fresno • 4288 S. Bagley • 559-486-8020 | Five Points • 21350 S. Lassen Ave • 559-884-2425
†

Manufacturer’s estimate of power (ISO) per 97/68/EC. | FEC6X30516FB-4C
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Mustard.

Continued
from Page 75
be pulled in a few years. He is hoping
the mustard cover crop will suppress
soil pathogens and enable him to replant
trees in the middles where the cover
crop was sown.
According to the United States
Department of Agriculture’s (USDA)
Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education (SARE) program, Brassicas
and the sub-group mustard are being
used as tools to suppress weeds and
soilborne pests, alleviate soil compaction
and add nutrients to the soil.
These soilborne pests feed on plant
roots, making them less vigorous and
more susceptible to disease. In young
almond orchards, high counts of certain
types of nematodes can affect potential
yields over the life of the orchard.
When brassica crops planted as cover
crops are mowed and incorporated into
the soil, the ruptured plant cells release
fumigant chemicals. Pest suppression is
believed to be the result of glucosinolate degradation into biologically active
sulfur containing compounds called
thiocyanates. To maximize pest suppres-
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sion, incorporation should occur during
vulnerable life stages of the pest.
Mustard is a name that is applied to
many different botanical species, including white or yellow mustard (Sinapis
alba, sometimes referred to as Brassica
hirta), brown or Indian mustard (Brassica juncea)—sometimes erroneously
referred to as canola—and black mustard
(B. nigra).
The glucosinolate content of most
mustards is very high compared to the
true Brassicas.
In the Salinas Valley, California,
mustard biomass reached 8,500 lb./A.
Nitrogen (N) content on high residual N
vegetable ground reached 328 lb. N/A.
Because mustards are sensitive to
freezing, winterkilling at about 25º F,
they are used either as a spring/summer
crop or they winterkill except in areas
with little freeze danger. Brown and field
mustard both can grow to six feet tall.
Brassica cover crops that do not
winterkill can be terminated in spring
by spraying with an appropriate herbicide, mowing, and/or incorporating
aboveground biomass by tillage before
the cover crop has reached full flower.
Rolling may also be used to kill these
covers if they are in flower.
SARE reports that this biofumigation
method can be inconsistent in results
from year to year depending on planting
stage, growth stage when killed and the
brassica species used. All brassicas have
been shown to release biotoxic compounds or metabolic byproducts that
exhibit broad activity against bacteria,
fungi, insects, nematodes, and weeds.
The Almond Board of California
(ABC) encourages growers to plant
cover crops to improve water penetration in heavier soils and provide forage
for bee colonies prior to and after bloom.
Project Apis m. (PAm), an organization
dedicated to improving bee health, has
been providing resources to almond
growers and others interested in planting
bee-friendly forage. Project Apis m. has

identified suitable cover crop seed mixes
that have low moisture requirements.
The planting regimes are specific to
bee habitat in almonds and includes a
specially blended mustard mix for fall
and winter bloom and clover mix and
lana vetch for spring.
Project Apis m., which provides
resources to growers, including
bee-friendly seed designed specifically for almonds, along with technical
assistance for planting and managing bee
forage in and around almond orchards.
PAm has identified low-moisture-requiring seed mixes, seed suppliers and
planting regimes specific to bee habitat
in almonds, including specially blended
mustard mix for fall and winter bloom,
and clover mix and lana vetch for spring
bloom.
More information on resources for
planting bee forage in almonds can be
found on the PAm website at ProjectApism.org.
The Almond Board reports that some
extra management is required when using a cover crop in an orchard. Mowing
is recommended in early June to allow
the residue to decompose before harvest. The crop will also use some applied
water, requiring a different evapotranspiration rate calculation that that used for
trees alone.
Another benefit of a cover crop in
orchards is weed suppression. SARE
reports that a fall planted cover crop,
with irrigation can suppress fall weed
germination. In spring, brassica residues
can inhibit small seeded annual weeds
such as shepherds purse, green foxtail,
kochia, hairy nightshade, puncturevine,
and longspine sandbur. Pigweed was not
inhibited by yellow mustard.
In most cases, early season weed
suppression obtained with brassica
cover crops must be supplemented with
herbicides or cultivation to avoid crop
yield losses from weed competition later
in the season.
Comments about this article? We want
to hear from you. Feel free to email us
at article@jcsmarketinginc.com
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Congratulations
to the winner of the gun safe giveaway!

Justin Dutra

Crop Production Services
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Conference Sponsor

Break Sponsor

Table Ware Sponsor
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Tote Bag Sponsor
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